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North Korean attack on plane
criticized by the United States
SEOUL. South Korea CAP) South Korea on Thursday accused North Korea of "serious
military provocation" in the
firing of a missile at an
American spy plane and
warned
against
further
"reckless" actions.
The United States lranded
the missile incident an "act of
lawlessness" by the communist
:-; "rth Korean government and
said that during the mission
Wednesday. the SR-71 "Blackbird" spy plane was always in
either international or South
Korean airspace. The Pentagon
said the missile missed its
target by miles and the plane
landed safely.
For hours after the incident
the Pentagon had not directly
accused the North Koreans of
firing at the plane. but said the
missile could have come from
any of a number of launching
sites in North Korea. It said the
SR-71 was on a routine mission.
South
Korean
Defense
Ministry spokesman Park
Chong-shik claimed the aUeged
missile attack, as weU as the

reported intrusion of North South Korea. In Washington.
Korean Mig jet fighters over State Department spokesman
Paenghyong Island Aug. 21. Dean Fischer said the meeting
"proved that the communist was called "to protest directly
North is always committing to the North Koreans this
military adventures."
violation of the 1953 armistice
The military command agreement."
charged on Aug. 21 that two
The
commission
was
North Korean Mig-2lS had established to d"al with
flown over Paenghyong. a U.N.- violations of the truce that
controlled island about 125 ended the fighting in the 1950-53
miles west of Seoul. but fled Korean war. At past meetings.
when South Korean planes North Korea has charged that
scrambled to intercept them. American planes violated its air
"Our armed forces will space.
closely watch future North
The command said North
Korean movements and are Korea had not yet replied to the
fuDy prepared to counter any request for a meeting Saturday
reckless
North
Korean at Panmunjom. the truce
provocation." the Defe~se village in the demilitarized zone
Ministry spokesman said. dividing the North and South_
adding: "We hereby issued a
In a dispatch from the North
stern warning that in case the Korean capital of Pyongyang.
North
continues
such the Japanese news service
provocations. it should be held Kyodo said there was no
entirely responsible for all
~::e~'?: :!~~emr:~ in North
consequences."
The U.S. militarY command.
The SR-71. which can fly at
meanwhile. called for a
meeting of the Armistice better than 2.000 mph. can
Commission. which oversees
the truce between North and ~~ft~I:~~e~~~~~:t_rrom

Rail overpass
funds coming
In ll-te past year. the program
has been drastically reduced
throtlgh budget cuts. In the
The Federal Highway Ad- original federal budget for the
ministration has agreed to prosram. no funding was inrelease $5.1 million to acquire cluded. Limited funding was
the right-of-way for the U.S. 51 included in the 1981 budget.
overpass for the Carbondale
There has been funding
Railroad Relocation project competition among individual
David Carle. legislative projects as a result of the cuts.
assistant to U.S. Rep. Paul
Smce Carbondale's project
Simon. D-24th District. said can be broken down into several
Thursday the funds. once units. it has had a much greater
released. will immediately be chance at receiving federal
available to buy the land for the funds than the other requests.
overpass. located north of Carle said.
"It has made it easier to sell,"
Carbondale where the Illinois
Central Gulf's Railroad's St. he said.
Portions of the project yet to
Louis Spur crosses U.S. 51.
City officials. including receive funding include the
Project
Manager
Eldon trenching of the below-groundGosnell. were unavailable for level railroad tracks through
comment late Thursday. A the city and the construction of
press conference about the six overpasses.
But Carle said that the project
project is scheduled for 10:30
a.m. Friday.
"has always had a funding
The funds will also be used to problem."
pay for final engineering.
Funding for construction of the
overpass itself should be
allocated by the FHA in its 1982
{jllS
budget. Carle said.
The overpass is the third part
of the relocation project to be
approved by the FHA. A nearly
completed railroad passenger
depot and the Pleasant Hill
overpass. begun earlier this
year. have been insured funds
for completion.
The Railroad Relocation
project was part of the national
Railroad-Highway Demonstration Program proposed for
14 cities to solve their rail- Gus says light one candle 011 a
cake for AI.
traffic oroblems.

By Bob Bondurant
Staff Writer
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Somit discusses success offirst year
By Tim Capps
Staff Writer

Aug. 15 marked Albert
Somit's first anniversary as
president of SIU-C. The 61-yearold career educatGr and administrator was selected to be
SIU-C's 14th president after an
eight-month-Iong search among
110 candidates.
When the selection was announced. ChanceUor Kenneth
Shaw called Somit "a compassim:ate leader, respected by
his colleagues, and a fine
person."
During his first Yf;3!'. his lowkey manner and genuine sense
of thE' University's place in
Southern Illinois has won him
the support of both the campus
and area communities.
Somit was born in Chicago
and grew up in Council Bluffs.
la.• so he was no stranger to the
Midwest when he came to SIUC. He earned a bachelor's
degree in political science and
history in 1941. and a Ph.D in
political science in 1947. both
from the University of Chicago.
When Somit accepted the post
of SIU-C president last year, he
spoke of "opportunity and
chaUenge."

"Translated into everyday
language," be said. "challenge
means a difficult problem, and
epportunity means that, so far,
we bave found a satisfactory
IOiutiOll for lbat
In an interview onday at bis
Anthony HaD office, Somit
IPOke of, 8JIl0Dg other things,
the
opportunities
and
cbal1ellles of his f'nt year and
the year to come. 1be text ~ the
interview appears on P..e 5.

=."

News Roundup---

Thompson vetoes bill
to form salary board
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
propcaed special commission to
set salaries of lawmakerswhicb critics say would allow
"badt door" pay hikes-was
vetoed Thursday by Gov.
James R. Thompson. At the
same time, the governor approyed bigger legislative
pensions.
Thompson said the pay
commission bill had good
points, but CCllltained a major
flaw: Ilinois lawmakers would
not baw bad to go on record as
approving increases in their
pay.
"Wble I'm coo::erned about
the continuing need for
adequale compensation review
of state officers' salaries. I
believe the flaws ... make this
proposal an unworkable
program," the governor said in
his veto message to the Senate.
The annual base pay for
members of the General
Assembly
is
$28.000.
Lawmakers in leadership
positioasgetasmuch as $lO.OOO
more.
The pay commission bill has

been criticized for being
designed to give lawmakers
higher
salaries
without
requiring them to vote on the
sensitive issue.
Under the bill. a 12-member
pay board appointed by
legislative leaders would fix
officials' salaries by Sept. 30.
New salaries, if recommended,
would take effect unless the
Legislature within 30 days
rejected the board's recommendation.
Thompson said the measure
would make Illinois the only
state
where affirmative
legislative action would not be
needed to raise pay.
.. It·s a good move by the
governor, who recognized the
mood of the taxpayers," said
Patrick Quinn. head of the
Coalition for Political Honesty.
Quinn's group had tl-treatened to
organize a statewide taxpayer
protest had Thompson signed
the bill.
The coalition was the force
behind last fall's Cutback
Amendment. in which Illinois
voters reduced the size of the

198.1.

The pension measurt> approved by Thompson would
raise lawmakers' retirement
benefits from 80 to 85 percent of
their highest annual salary
after 20 years in office. Those
retiring with fewer years would
get smaller increases. and all
lawmakers would pay more out
of their pockets into the
retirement System.
Norman E. Lentz, ad·
ministrator of the lawmakers'
retirement system. said despite
added
contributions
by

More med.llies Jound near L.A.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Six more adult medflies were
found near Los Angeles on Thursday, but officials said the
infestation may have been brought under conlrol in the lush
San Joaquin Valley and the San Jose area where it began.
The latest discovery of Mediterranean fruit flies in suburban
Los Angeles was announced as officials ended the first round
of aerial spraying there.
Loea; agriculture authorities recommended a 165·squaremile quarantine area be established around Bald\\in Park.
The state's medfly eradication advisers are proposing a 3.600
square mile quarantine zone. more than double the size of the
zone already established in Northern California .

::rJ g~~~ss~8

additional cost to taxpayers."
Quinn criticized Thompson's
signing of the retirement bill.
saying legislative pensions "are
way out of line in Illinois."
The average Illinois worker
who contributes to Social
Security for 30 to 40 years gets a
smaller pension than a
legislator with only eight years
of service, Quinn said, citing
state figures.

Anlfolans down S. AJrie-an aire-raJt
LISBON, Portugal lAP) - Angolan troops downed two
South African aircraft Thursday in counterattacks on the
fourth day of fighting in southern Angola. the official Angolan
news agency Angop reported here.
The Angolan Defense Ministry said the South Africans
suffered undetermined casualties in heavy fighting with
Angolan troops after South African warplanes bombed the
southern provincial capital city of Njiva for the second
straight day. Angop reported.

OPEC prices ma.v head dOI('nlf'ards

Solidarity, Kania battle over media
WARSAW, Poland (AP) The government and Solidarity
marked tile opening of talks
Thursday 011 the issue of the
indepeodent union's access to
the state-run mass media with a
bitter exchange or threats.
Solidarity said in a statement
that the govemmen, has started
"an \DIprecedented anti-union
campaign" and direct access to
the mass media is needed to
counter it
The gcnoernment contended
Solidarity is conducting a
propaganda campaign of its
own. "'1bere was indeed a

campaign. but it was directed
against the party and the
government," a commentary in
the official PAP news agency
said.
In what appeared to be an
attempt to postpone substantive
negotiations. a Solidarity official said government press
spokesman Jerzy Urban told
the union's representative he
"had no time" for more
discussiofls Friday.
The union official said Urban
added he might continue the
preliminary talks Saturday.
Communist Party chief

WlJGl~
album rock 105

Stanislaw Kania warned in a
speech televised Wednesday
that the government will not
allow its monopoly on the media
to be broken nor will it stand for
anyone to "paralyze" the
nation's communications
system.
q

hod.Y exhllmed

BRIDGTON. Maine (AP) - The body of a businessman
whose missing brothers were linked to the CIA's spy chief was
exhumed and sent to a morgue Thursday. as his family appealed to the Maine Supreme Court to stop authorities from
performing an autopsy.
Theautofsy of Dennis McNeil. lobe performed by :'>lew York
City's chie medical examiner at Au.gusta·s ~ennebec Val~ey
Medical Center. was postponed pending a ruling by the i\lalne
Supreme Judicial Court m Portland.

House by one·third. from 177
members to 118. beginning in

~~:f~~r:h~~~

bllsinessman:~

Maine

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Nigeria's decision to lower its
crude oil prices $4 a barrel mav be the start of a downward
trend in OPEC prices that could benefit American motorists.
analysts said Thursday.
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Solidarity insisted on· access ~·~~d~~~Jur~::~~;n~::Vb:S~ut~~~oiiiino~i~.ii:er'!~t~. ~~n:~~~i~~
to the mass media to be able to BUilding. {'arbondalt.>. 111. 62!I01. Second class postagt.> paid at CarbondAte.
warn Poland of "the specter of Illinois.
starvation." Food shortages,
EdItorial and businpss offices locatl'd in thl' Communications Building.
the most visible svmbol of the :\orth Wing. Phone 536-3.111. Vl'rnon A. Stone. fiscal offict.>r
nation's devastated economy,
Subscription rates arl' SI9.50 per year or S10 for six months in Jackson and
have prompted demonstrations surrounding counties. Sr..50 per year or S14 for six months within the United
States and S40 per year or S25 for six months in all forei(U1 couOltries.
and strikes in recent weeks.

Just 4 L 2 Miles
East Of Carbondale

ON SATURDAY
Come & See The Appalachia Clog
It's Not A Western Square Dance.
~ To The Appalachia Swth.
The Last Place In Southern Dlinois
Where People Can Do It.
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Law School students' return
to strengthen GSC: Brown
R~·

.-\Ian Sculley

Brown said the only thing
necessary
to
recognize
representatives from the School
of Law is a letter from its dean
listing the representatives.
The
SBA
pulled
its
representatives from the GSC
after about a year of dispute
over distribution of law
students' fees and the activities
being planned by the GSC.
The SBA had said law
students contributed more
money to the GSC on a per
student basis than other
graduate students. The SBA
also said law students received
a smaller share of GSC money
than other graduate students.
The SBA also said the GSC fee
allocation board did not serve
Jaw students' needs. The SBA
claimed m<>st of the money went
to ··end students to conferences
and
to fund
programs
benefitting the graduate student

Staff \\" rik'r

The return of School of Law
student rt'presentatives to the
Graduate Student Council will
help the GSC express student
\"Jews with a stronger. more
unified voice. Debbie Brown.
(;Se presidt'nt. said Thursday.
The Student Bar Association.
to which law students have an
automatic membership. voted
Wednesday to rejoin tht' GSC.
The SBA pulled out in October.
1979.

While the SBA had not taken a
mle in GSC activities since
Then. Brown said the SBA was
always technically part of the
l;SC. Since the SBA was never
recognized as a student
organization bv the board of
trustees. Fniversity luidelines

~~il~:~~:!I~adwt:~he n6~J~es

300

Spf,p(·hps 'ki('k off

Ih I.iz (;riffin
Staff Writt'r

(·hild rare project

been set for 1:30 p.m. Sept. 23.
A spokesman at Cardinal
Glennon Memorial Hospital
Thursday would not say if the
child was still at that hospital.
A second hearmg date. to
determine permanent guardianship of Shanoon. had not
been set as of Thursday aftemoon,
Korman Smith,
Jackson County DCFS director. said.
"We are definitely seeking
termination of parental rights,"
Smith said.
Legal responsibility for the
child's medical treatment was
the primary reason for awar·
ding guardianship rights to the
state after a <IS-minute hearing
Tuesday. Jackson County
Circuit Court Judge Bill Green
said.
"Here was a child that was
left at a hospital who needed
medical carf':' CorP"" ,,~jtf

Temporary guardianship of
Shannon :\litchell was awarded
to the Department of Children
and Familv Services Tuesday.
Her 2o·vear·old mother is
heing held in Jackson County
,Jad on attempted murder
r harges in connection with
Shannon's
beating
last
weekend.
Sherry Lynne Mitchell, 549 ~.
t;th St. in Murphysboro, IS
being held in lieu of 5101'.000
Dond on charges of attempted
rn urder and two c(>unts of
aggravated
battery
for
allegedly beating her daughter
Aug. 22 and 23.
The 16-month·old Shannon
was bealen with fists am a belt,
Jackson Countv State's Attorney JOM Clemons said.
A preliminary hearing has

"';';';;T~II~to~I.~B~.I==·
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INTEREST
A Checking Account at

Carbondale Savings
pays you interest and
saves you money.
Your checking account pays
you 5V4" interest no
matter how low your

THE [ [ ~.~

II

lID's.
6pk Cans

T ER 0 F

balance goes.

Yoor checking account is
free of service charge
with a balance as low as
S3OO ... that's a saVings.

MEMBER

H you're dealing with a
bank that insists you
keep $1.000 to $2500 in an
account to get checking
without service charQe

FSlIC

you owe it to yourself to
visit....

Carbondale Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
sr. • _ .,11 m. U,·2I1»

1r00 ftST NlUN

~

LIQUORS
605 E. Grand L_is Park 529·334
Hours: 11·1 M·Th 10·2 F·Sat '-1 Sun

Liquors
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.
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ILLINO,S

PINCH PENNY r£\
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NOW=CHECKING

.Iktt

611 S. IIlIno'.

Delivery ...... 1:11

~

•

Phone: 457-7637

The Illinois child protection
system is considered by many
to be the most progressive and
comprehensive in the United
States. said Gregory Coler,
director of the Illinois Department of Children and Family
Services.
Coler and Illinois Sen. Kenneth Buzbee, D-58th. spoke at
Quigley Hall Thursday morning, kicking off an SIU·C
demonstration project to train
students at five community
colleges in 'E1 southern counties.
The project, Southern Region
Care Provider-Training
Project. was funded in
November by a 5929.000 grant
from DCFS to train about 400
home or day care center employeesoverthenexttwoyears.
OCFS' past has been one of
ups and downs, Buzbee said.

~

AWARD WINNING
PIZZA

RIlN"RO

We are making these newspapers
available for newsstand sale and
home delivery with in the city
limits of Carbondale.
Chicago Tribune - - - - - - - - - Chicago Sun Times - - - - St. Louis Globe Democrat---St. Louis Post Dispatch - - - Wail Street Journal - - - - - - - - - New York Times - - - - Evansville Courier - - - - - - - - - - The Barron
- National Business Employment Weekly -

body. but not the law students.
Brown said funding for law
students will be better than
when the SBA pulled out. due to
the creation of a special support
committee. The committee has
provided better funding for
activities for School of Medicine
students. a group of students
with funding needs similar to
those of law students. she said.
Brown also said funding for
law students may be improved
further through the findings of a
GSC ad hoc committee studying
the council's spending effiCiency. The committee' will
submit its findings in January.
she said.
Currently. funding requests
must be brought individually to
the the council. Brown said an
alternative to this system is to
allocate money to each
graduate school based on the
number of enrolled students.

State gets temporary ward
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Opinion & Gommentary
Editoriol and Lett... Policies-Opinions eMpr..sed here do not necessarily reflect
opinions of the UniYersity odmintstraHon. Unsigned editorials reptesent a consensus

01 , .... n_.pape<s Editoriol Committ... whose members are"'" studenll editor.in.
chi.f. ' .... editor; ,I page editor. 0 new. staH member. Itoe managing editor and a
Journalism Schoolla(ulty member.
'ette.. for whkh authorship cannot be verified will not be publi.hed. Students
submitting letters must identity 'hemsely.. by da.s and major. faculty members...,
rank and department. non· academic stcH by position and departmen,. Letters
.hould be ty_rillen and must no' eMceed :zso words. All I."... are subject to
editing.
Student Editor.in·Chief. Mike Anton: Associate Editor. John Ambrosia: Editorial
Peg.. Editor. Christopher Kade. Faculty Manoging Editor. William M. Harmon.

Somit after one year :
facing a test of mettle
One year in office is simply too soon to properly assess the
merits and failings of a university president. As with any other
administrator of a large institution, President Albert Somit wiu
need time to bring his good intentions to fruition.
But Somit can point to some very solid accomplishments
during his first year. He not only realizes the importance of
faculty, staff and student needs but he also has demonstrated in
concrete ways a sense of what the University's responsibilities
are to the community of Southern Illinois.
He has established a task force that is charged with defining
criteria by which faculty can expect to be judged and rewarded,
The University's ambivalence over the relative merits of
research and teaching services has existed for too long and has
created confusion and uncertainty among many University
faculty.
He also has established task forces that are examining
academic programs and priorities and student-oriented services.
With all universities entering an era of increasing competition in
student recruitment. it is essential for the University to maintain
and, in some cases, improve upon the academic and social ser\;ces that it has to offer.
Somit must also be credited for reviving the University's role
as a source of services and knowledge for the community beyond
the campus. It is an important function which many universities
lost sight of after the turbulent years of the late '60s and early
'70s. Somit's plan for creating a Center for Service is a step
towards re-estab1ishing the bond between the University and the
general public.
He has made a promising start but, in truth, the coming years
\\Iill be the test of Somit's mettle. As he frankly admits when he
speaks of operating the University in "a leaner and leaner
manner, .. there are tough times ahead.
The triple bogey of declining enrollment, budget cuts and inflation are going to make it more difficult to run a large
university and still maintain the quality of services to which SIUC has become accustomed.
Fifteen years ago when enroUment was skyrocketing and
budgets seemed to be expanding beyond comprehension. the job
of a university president was probably simpler. certainly less
worrisome. Fifteen years later, with the situation exactly
reversed. Somit must be given credit for maintaining that the job
can still be fun.
He has. seemingly, a healthy blend of optimism and skepticism- optimism about what the University can be and can do,
and skepticism about what conventional wisdom says ought to
be. Perhaps he will prove to be the perfect man for the job,

-~etters--WSIU changes questioned
Upon my return to Carbondale I was very disturbed to
learn of the changes occurring
in programing at wsn; radio.
In particular. I was upset to find
that "Jazz Nightcap" was
practically taken off the air.
The hours of midnight to 6:00
a .m. were always peak
listening hours for me, made
more so with WSlU's intelligent
jazz and progressive rocktrue listening alternati\'es in a
region plagued with the twin
mind swamps of teenage rock
and country. Now I find that in

DOONESBURY

addition to these losses, I am
also to miss the first hour of
"Morning Edition,"
I'm not clear on why these
programm ing changes have
been made. Perhaps. with
Ronald Reagan serving as
model. social progress and
cultural exchange are being
rolled back once again in the
name of economic austerity. In
the name of that rollback. I'm
afraid I will begin cutbacks to
WSIU
myself-in
contributions.-Fred Man, Car.....dale

Aspen wanderings: zen
and the art of fly-fishing
The scene was sublime. The
occasion was. occasionally,
ridiculous. It was at Maroon
Lake, a kind of reflecting pool
for the twin peaks of the
mountains known as the
Maroon Bells and known to
miUions through one of Ansel
Adams'
most
famous
photographs. The hills were
alive with the sound of children
in pursuit of the elUSive rainbow
trout.
The WiD boys, now 9 and 7,
caught their first fish
(bluegillsl a few years ago at
Erie Sevareid's pond in rural
Virginia. 1bey caught them the
way first fISh ought to be
caught, with bamboo poles and
..orms. But as Eric, a
passionate fisherman, would be
the first to insist, there are fISh
and then there are trout: and
there is fishing and then there is
fIShing with flies. A mature
rainbow. dancing on its tail on
the surface of the water to
express the prejudice of its
species against hooks in the
mouth, is an almost perfect
embodiment of the components
of life: earth. air. fire and
water.
The WiD boys were across the
lake when my soul mate from
Denver, Michael Shaffer, 6.
made his first cast of the
morning and instantly hooked
something big. From Michael's
father came, instantly, four
carefully measured but heartfeltwonls-a plea. not advice"Don't reel it in!" The ''it'' wa~
Michael's father, in whose thigt.
the fly was implanted.
~lichael's father has a
lawyer's job but a mountain
man's soul, so he fished all
moming with the fly in his
thigh. Then we made our
regular stop at one of Aspen's
laid-back doctors, who removed
part of the hook and suggested
that Micbael's father think of
the rest of the hook as shrapnel.

GeorgeF,

Will
Fishing \\lith the children is
more dangerous to parents than
to fish. but there is a bigger
danger. It is that too many
people wiD reach adulthood
Without experiencing the instruction of time spent with
nature. Such time is important
the
development
of
something without whic:b we
cannot li_ well: piety.
"Piety," says James M.
Gustafson of the University of
Chicago Divinity School, "is a
fundamental stance toward
what is given in the world and
human life: It is an attitude or
disposition of respect, awe and
even devotion that is evoked by
human experience of dependence on powers we do not
create and cannot fully
master."
By piety, Gustafson means
neither piousness (pretentious
display of religiosity I nor
pietism
!the
religious
movement that strives to
engender a high pitch of
emotion) nor the "fleeting
emotions evoked by the glory of
a sunset over New Mexican
mesas."
Rather, he means "a
profound sense of dependence
that comes with the recognition
that, for all our human
achievements, the world was
brought into being by powers
long before the emergence of
our species: that the continuation of life relies upon
powers that are not fully in
"'man control: and that the
destiny of tile Wliverse is not in
"'man hands,"
Most of us, most of the time,
lead lives that narrow our
minds to a small gauge ap-

to

propriate to our daily purposes
But, mysteriously, it is
somehow enlarging to focus all
one's being on the task of
tricking a trout into striking a
tiny bit of metal and feather and
thread.
Fishing is a way of turning
one's back on "the world"that being, as Charles Dickens
said. "a conventional phrase
which signifieth all the rascals
in it." Fishing in the shadow of
great mountains and in running
water is a sweet reminder that
man is but a shadow and nations
are but bubbles _ the rftoer of
time. Fishi. (or ~ in "_r
water is among life's most
frustrating experiences. You
can see your fly, and can see
trout following your fly and
disdainfully curling their lips at
it.
Fishing is especially good for
the unformed souls of children,
who are never too young to
learn
what
trout-fishing
teaches, the lesson that there is
generally a considerable gap
between one's inclinations and
the world's willingness to see
them realized. Trout are much
like children: They are often
willful, capriCious and maddeningly disinclined to eat what
is put in front of them.
H. . fa IuOM,T Hf1"f4l
Tof-.£ £O'1"QI,
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S?mit was conducted by staff writer
TIm .Capps Monday morning. In it,
Somlt answers questions about his
recent trip to Europe, the University's
tasks .forces, tig~tening sm's budget
and hIS accomphshments during his
fIrSt year as president.
Q.-You'ye been on a trip to Earope.
correct!
A.-Yes. in July.
Q,-W... t were y .... I_~! .... , .
learn any"'lIIg! Teadl any"'''''!
A.-WeD, the latter would always be
a dangerous assumption. The trip had
several purposes.• went to Poland to do
two things. One was to attend the
opening of the coal mining conference
al our sister university, the University
of Breslau. We hold the conference one
year and they hold it the next. But
primarily • went there to disc..s the
expansionofour faculty and student
exchange agreement. which is largely
in the sciences. but • thought we could
expand it to cover other areas-and

~:J.;ec: :"~7.

re:::t!::nt s.: ~~~

many for a meeting of the International
Political Psychology Society where •
chaired a panel and also became editor
of their jwmal

Q.-Wha' .as the palitkal c:llmaae ill
Poland!
A.-There·s a tremendous amount fi
tension, of course, but everything
considered. a surr.riSing amount of
good humor as we I. Shortages were
very striking. 11Iat was in July, and
they were already in seriGus trouble.
Gasoline lines were unbelievably long;
they could be up to a kilometer. Almost
anything you can think of was in sbort
supply.
Q.-WheD y. fIn& c:a_ Ie SIV-C,
y.. set ap reur talll f.-en. One was _
University He.ar•• a •• Honors ...
some of a. a ratller oIIIcare ...jec:t.
A.-(Laughs) TeD that to the faCulty.
No, you're probably right. From an
wtsider's point of VIeW it probably is
the most exotic. From the viewpoint of
faculty andstalf, it is a question fi what
we get rewarded for and what we don't
get rewarded for. And that task force
was related, surely, to the task force on
service, because there has been. over
the past few years, a real feeling among
many of the faculty that you don't get
rewarded for doing sevice. It's been
maybe five years. and tbat's conservative, since there's been a
systematic examination of wbat we
except of faulty and what we reward
them for. Of what we announce we
reward them for and what we actually

Somit's success rating
'too early tl! call,' most say
By David Murphy
Stall Writer

•

If there is all)' point of a~ent
among University, community,
student and faculty leaders about
President Albert Somit's performance during his first year in
office, it is that it is s till too early to
pass ju~menl
Several members of constituency
groups in the Carbondale community
were asked for their assessment fi
Somit's first year at SIU·C, and
nearly aD praised him for his attempts to improve relations between
the University and the community,
and (or what several called his
"accessibility." Many felt. however,
that it would be some time before
any conclusions about Somit's effect
on the University could be reached.

"OveraD, • would have to give him
a positive rating," Deb Brown,
president of the Graduate Student
Council said. ". find bim accessible,
and he communicates very weD to
students. He's also been very .00
about coming to us for advice about
controversial matters, such as
:b~~~s, and we gready appreciate

Brown said, however. that she was
still anxious about the kind of action
Somit will take on the planned
student referendum about the
..........,.. - fItCTe_. s .... said .....
wasalsounhappy that more students
have not been appointed to the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee.
"I am disappointed that we have
only three students on the lAC,"
Brownsaid. "I had hoped by fan that
more s rudents would be sitting m the
committee."
Todd Rogers. president of the
Undergraduate Student
Organization, also pramed Somit for
his approach to students, but said
that USOdealing5 with the President
have been limited so far.
"Right now we're kind of waiting
to see what value he attaches to
student input," Rogers said. "He's
available, a nd we feel like he listens
to us. we just have to see how
closely."
Rogers was pleased with Somil's
agreement to hold a student
referendum on tbe athletics fee
increase, and also with the s..,..,rt
he gave to the USO's Carbondale
Clean·Up Day last year.
See ASSESS Page 'I

reward them for. Some people have
said to me, 'Wedon't get rewarded for
service so how can you ask us to do it?
The only rewardS we get are for
research.' Then .'ve talked to S4J1De fi
our outstan_ research ~Ie. and
they say the rewards for doing researcb
are not adequate, either. Teaching
rarely gets the kind of recognition it
deserves. These were the reasons for
setting up the task force.

,rogra.

Q.-AnoCberta. fone was the CIIe ..
acade.k:
prillrilie••
A.-That task force has come in with
a preliminary report. It has come up
with an sceDent set of criteria to
evaluate botb exisiting and new
programs, and is now in the process fi
applymg those criteria to a handful fi
programs just to see how the thing
works in operation. From that, we wiD
then have to move on to a continuing
mechanmm for the application of these
criteria.

Q.-Tbe service c:enter Is _etIIln,
tIIat laterests a let .. people.••

A.-Right, the office has been announced, and I would hope within 10
days to identify the bead of the office.
Q-Y. bve dial perICIa'!'
A.~viously.

Q-Dill tile hi. fer the servk:e center
arise fro. the task r.c:e .. service'!'
A.-No. WeD, I shouldn't say 11). The
idea for the center arose prior to the
creation of the task force .. .it arose out
of conversations I had. probably last
November. witb some faculty. The task
force arrived at the same idea independendy.

Q.-One of tile attractive paUlts eI the
service eater Is &b.t It is to lie na. by
C:arred'!'
A.-People working in the service
center are not gOing to be volunteers in

,,"'Ilteen,

th~ se~e UI~t they are not going to be
paId. \\e WIll be re'assigning people
from other parts of the UniverSIty, so
we re not at tnR; pomt gettmg additional
mo~ey. Let's make clear what's happemng. We are simply shifting
resources from one part of the
University to another. Wecan do that \0
get the center of( and moving. but
eventually we will have to get additional resources, because as requests
fo~ services and research come up, we
will have to meet those requests. But
surely for the..J:ar ahead, lhe
~4~:r!:i, ,.,~. the IUDdinc.&vlll

Q.-Iffundswill be provided from tile
l'niversity. where will the mooey come
from?
A.-From the University.
Q.-But won·t tbere be some
programs tbat will receive reduced
fundiag as a result?
A.-There will be some program·
s .. .lers look at itthmway. We currently
have a program caned Area Services,
which is supposed to be an outreach
program. It's currently in the office of
the vice president for university
relations. It wwld make sense to at
least think about picking up that group
of people and moving them to the new
office, because tbat's the role they
have. By looking around the University,
we could identify, I would hope, three or
four people who are competent in the
area and we cwld ask them to take
these new responsibilities on, say, a
half-time basis for the first year. Obviously, their parent units wwld lose
something, and we would have to make
that up somehow. But we don't have
additonal outside funding for this year
to carry thecenter.lt"s important to get
it started and this is the ooly way.
Q.-Tilere ..as one .ore talll rwee.
&be one ell reenUtlllent aad retell....
Part of Its report C:0IIc:erned image. One
or tbe s.ggesCio. . .a. that more lIIOIIey
be spent 011 stllden.. thaa

OIl

pereeival

i.ternal iDteresas, Wbat are your
&b_pts on Ibis'!'
A. -I don't remember that particular
recommendation. I reaDy questioo that
that's the language of the report. but I
will say that the task force surveyed
our student programs and found most
of them good. but concluded,
reasonably, that some of them could be
better. And I might say parenthetically
that of aD the universities I know, we a
SIU have one of the richest and best
student service programs I've ever
found. And I can't take credit for it so I
can say tbat objectively. It existed
See SOMIT Palfl •
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before I came here, and is
really top notch. We can do a
little more with regard to
student retention. We have one
of the best ratings in the state,
and thi!; was one of the findings
Ihatpleased us very much. If
you look at the pub6c universities in the state, our rentention record is either the
highest or second highest, I
forget which, but at that point
the difference is becomes
huncireths of a decimal point.
But we can still do belter, and
the idea here was to see how we
can do better.
Q.-Du.... g Ule summer &here
arose questions about SIU's
leave with pay poley. Will"'at
be clarified in the near future?
A.-It's being re~xamined
now. The trustees asked that we
look at it, and it is being looked
atagain to see if it is as good as
it should be.
Q.-Given the comments
made by some state legislatan,
how coneemed are you about
Springfield ?
A.-We do get an occassional
flap. The fact remains. we got
very fair treatment from the
Legislature on our budget. We
have nothing to complain about.
we were treated as well as any
institution. I think every now
and then there is a little nit they
can pick at. and they did this
last session. but by and large.
we have nothing to fear. rertairlly we would have liked to
have more money. we would
have liked to do better about
salaries. we would have liked to
have not raised tuition, but...
Q.-We were sUppolied to see
a drop in enrolment...
A.-Who says'!
Q.-Wt'II, that was the
pop."r wisdom.
A.-You·re quite rig~. that's
been the prevailing wisdom for
the last three or four years.
Q.-Actually, however, we've
seen an iac~ase in enrollment.
Do yea Ulmk Ulia is going to
prove the popular wisdom
wrong?
A.-Well, if you predict
something long enough, it will
happen. You simply have to
stay with it. The wisdom is now
being adjusted in two respects.
One. this is the peak year of
enrollment, they were a year or

two ahead in predicting the
decline. And two, the reason
they were a y.:arortwoahead is
that they had not calculated the
consequences of the recession.
The recession drove a much
larger mun her of individuals
into school than would have
otherwise have gone. So now the
assumption
is
the
demographics are turning
downward, the recession is
going to ease. and with the
population pool faDing off, we
should now begin to see
enrollment drop. Certainly it
has not dropped during the
academic year we are entering.
Around the country, indications
are that enrollment will either
be where it was last year or up
slightly.
Q.-Given budget cuts and a
decline in enrolment, are our
ideas about higher t'ducation
gomg to havt' to change?
A.-Yes. We will have to
operate in a leaner and leaner
manner somehow. But if
enroUment begins to decline
and if funding is not reduced
because of this, it would help
deal with the problem. We for
example at SIU-C are really
over~nrolled. given our plant
and our faculty, by about a
thousand students. We could do
a better job if we had a
thousand fewer students. So if
enrollment drops down by 'hat
amount and the state maintains
an adequate level of funding,
we'U be able to do aU right. But
it's goirlg to be a very difficult
five years.
Q.-YOII !laid the Uniftrsity
will have to operate in a leaner
manner. Is this to say that
Ulere's some fat on the budget?
A.-No, weD, if you go on a
hunger strike, after twenty
days there's not much fat in
you, but you can still Jose
weight. This institution has
been cut and cut.. Jet me give
you an example. We are now in
a system of one mail delivery a
day. Why? You pick up $20,000
to $25.000 that way. You just
look around for ways in which
you can cut without chewing
into critical services. Repair,
upkeep and maintenance are
years behind schedule. Instead
of painting every two years. you
paint every three years. You
don't repair until it becomes
very serious. Now is that fat? [
don't think so. In the long run

it's going to be a very costly
situation. We're not able to buy
laboratory equipment, so we
run the class without new lab
equipment. That's what J mean
by being leaner. You get
hungrier and hungrier. We've
run through the fat now. we're
into the muscle and we're now
getting worried about the bone.
Q.-Have your first Imprenions of Carbondale
changed!
A.-No. I don't think so ... weO,
one way they've change is that
this summer has been much
better than the summer we
stepped into last year. Were you
here last year? It was a steam
bath. My first impression was
one of great warmth. certainly
of the people as weD as the
weather. That's certainly been
reinforced. I've gotten a
greater sense of how deeply
attached the people of this area
are to the University. It's very
reassuring. To the people of
Southern lIIinois, it is "our"
university.
Of
course
sometimes they pay more attention to us than we really
want.

Q.-Do yea thtlk the Snvlt:e
Center will cement Ulis YO~~~ZaUghS) I don't think
any president in his right mind
relationship?
one. llio, I'll
A.-I have been going around would
Southern Illinois now for the let
last four weeks meeting with
the may..):-s. and they've just
been delighted.
CHUCK IIORRIS OOESII'T.; .•llfEO A WEAPOII
Q.-Have you had the opportunity to try any local
~..
~.
fishilg spots?
A.-Yes, and I have had
~
~
-,c,..
consistent bad luck. J think the
biggest thing I've picked ur has
been about a pound. But had
the line break on a fourFRI;:009:00
pounder. (laughs I But of course
All TIMES
SAT & SUN
.that's the way it always ha~
•
2:00 7:00 9:00
pens.
. Q.-Rave yea enjoyed your
Job so far?
A.-Yes, it's very interesting.
The
University
has
a
tremendous
amount
of
potential. it's a good university.
And when you see a university
where big things can be done
and the faculty and staff are
cooperative. it's fWl.
Q.-If you had to rate your
first year's performance from
one to 10, what would you give
."
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STRIPES
5:00P.M. SHOWS1.50
WEEKDAYS 5:00 7:00 9:00
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OF THE
LOSTARI(

Ipg] 2:00PMStIOW$1.50
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Sot·Sun
1:00 3:00
5:15 7:3D
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WTAO LATE SHOW
Friday &Saturday at 12:00 (midnight)

WOODSTOCK

(jJ

Starring: Joe Cock.,: Crosby, Still., I Nash;
Jlmi Hendrix, Santana: The Who; Joan Ioez, and more.
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"He did agree te; a re£erenrlum on the athletics fee innease. and that's a very
positive step in improving
relations with student government."
Rogers
said.
"Generally. though. we haven't
had that many cases where we
have had to deal directly \\;th
him vet."
One man who does deal
directly with Somit on a regular
basis is Carbondale Mavor
Hans Fischer. Fischer praised
Somit for his accessibility to the
communitv and his concern
with creating closer ties between the city and the University.
"We meet monthly. and he
seems to me to have a strong
orientation toward communityUniversity relations, and that
accounts for much of th"! gmxl
will that now exists between the
two groups," Fischer said. "He
has also been instrumental in
keeping us aware of the interaction between the community and the University."
Fischer also praised what he
considered to be Somit's concern with all facets of the local
communitv, instead of the only
those whiCh relate directly to
the University.
"His concern about minority
involvement in the community
has been articulated at our
meetings, and he's concerned
about the local affirmative
action program." Fischer said.

"He looks a I the communit\" as
a whole, instead of s~eing- the
University as a separate
community within the larger."
Somit's concern with communitv relations was also
praised by State Rep. Bruce
Richmond, 0-58. who said
Somit has had to be "cautious"
so far.
"He's definitelv tryinlZ to
bring the University and
commumty closer together:'
Richmond said. "I think he has
wisely moyed rather slowly to
this point. because he has had a
lot of people looking over his
shoulder."
Richmond reserved his
judgement on Somit's handling
of University finances until he
had more tiffie to examine the

si~:N:;.npeoPle looking over his
shoulder at every dollar he
spends. he's naturally going to
come in for some criticism,"
Richmond said. "For now.
though, it's hard to say about
thejobhehasdone.lthinkwhat
I've seen so far says that he'll
be a fine administrator."
Marvin Kleinau, chairman of
the Departmentpraised
of Speech
Communication.
Somit
for his leadership qualities.
particularly his ability to make
well-reasoned decisions.
,,( think Somit has demonstrated that he is a cautious. but
decisive. decision maker."
Kleinau said. "In other w
.1

Dancin'Music
All Night
Happy Hour
Friday ....

don't think his administratIOn
will be marked by gigantic
mistakes. even though it will be
marked by some fairly
profound changes in policy."
Evidence of this can be found
in Somit's has handling of intercollegiate athletics and the
administrative structure of the
Universitv. Kleinau said.
Somit lias also demonstrated
the ability to inspire the faculty
with a degree of confidence
which it did not always have.
according
to
~orman
Doorenbos, dean of the College
of Science.
"There are many things I
could say about him in a
positive sense," Doorenbos
said. "\ turned down an
academic vice presidency at a

~:cgae:se f~~:r:!~ied p:~~~

NO COVER

Somit'spresenceatthisschool.
He has my vote of confidence.
much more than some earlier
administrators did."
President Somit has also done
well handling pressure from
local groups so far. but he must
begin to set his own priorities
for action, according to Stan
Pinball games •
Seer
Irvin. SIU-C's student trustee~'~~• • • • • • • •=I!I!=~!!=!!!!===:::~

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Cold

World
Welterweight
Championship

Fight
(via Closed Circuit Television'

Sugar Ray Leonard

v.

Thomas Hearns
Tropical Plants

Green up your house or dorm
room with a beautiful tropical plont
Large Selection to Choose from:
Fig Tr_
Phiiodendron

~ ...;.,

Drac_
Scheffl.ra
HantJinsl Bask...

langfwm

e Receptions
....,dentlal and
comm..-clol

rnaln"nen~

9:00am·4:30
$20 Ticket Limit
$50 Check Limit

Cactus
Palms
Chinese ..,."g'....'1
Arboricola
Dleff.nbachia

eShortand

eSol.sand
Installation
eWeekly

On Sale Monday

Come See us of Southern
'''inols' only Supermorket
of Tropical Plants

Arena Special Events
Ticket Office

2oi-hour Information
(618)453-534 1

Fir-Sure Tropical Foliage Co.
Sft.4tll

1'I. mi East on Hwy. 13 to Reed Station ltd. behind Lak_oocI
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Nuclear safety official says
state needs to build wastedulDp
CHICAGO (AP) - An official
(If the lIIinois Nuclear Safetv
Oepartment says he thinks the
state will have to build a
disposal site for Jow-Je\'eJ
radioactive waste.
Philip F. Gustafson. director
of the department said Wedn('sdav the state will need a
disposal site after 1986 when
dump sites currently being used
in Nevada. South Carolina and
Washington no longer are
a\·ailable.
Gusta fson said final a pprovaJ
for a disposal site rests with
Governor James R. Thompson.
He added that discussions
have
been
held
with
representatives of 12 other
:\1idwestern
states
on
establishing a regional disposal

site for use by those states as
weU.
He said a site for a dump has
not been selected. However. a
report last year by the Illinois

~e~~~a,i~~a~~~vore i:o~~~if!~~

r('gional disposal site is in
preliminary d5cussion stages
with representalives of North
Dakota.
South
Dakota.
Nebraska. Kansas. Missouri.
Minnesota. Iowa. Wisc~::sin.
Indiana. Michigan. Kentucky
and Ohio. he said.
Illinois. which produces as
much low-level waste as all
other 12 states combined. is in
the I('ad in developing a dump
site and may eventuaUy serve
as the "host" state for the
others. Gustafson added.

central portions ofthe state that
may be suitable.
Gustafson said Wednesday
the decision was preceded by a
law passed by Congress last
December.
which
lays
responsibility for providing
disposal sites for low-level
wastes after Jan. I. 1986. \\;th
individual states rather than
"It is first and foremost in the
interest of ,Illinois) to have a
the federal government.
The possibility of forming a site." he said.

Bring me your old Gold.
I will design something
beautiful for you.
Personal Wedding rings
by

AllanStuck
529-2341
213 S. Illinois

I buy or trade/or scrap gold.

&g .vour pardon
An item in the Thursday Daily
Egyptian incorrectly identified
a 12.95 charge for the Hawaiian
luau scheduled for Scnday as an
admission charge. The charge
is actually for the Hawaiian
menu that will be served. The
program is sponsored by the
Student Center and the Student
Programming Council.

-~ctivitie.~-Friday. Aug. 28
Studl'nt Bible Fellowship meeting. 7
nRnr;:is
~r,u~t·ibit. 10 a.m.
10 ~ pm .. Fanl'r :-';orth Gallt'rv and

fI::ifi:ls

Bi~~km:-\trr~C'~'c!I~~~i~1I ~t~~~t

orientation with SIC·C speakt'r

~n~. ~~~~rr:g~~w~nfnJ /. ~tu~~nl
Center.

MBA Association reception. 2 p.m.
to :. p.m.. Ballroom A. Student
Center.

c~n~~. ~~"~~f.a~ud~.ft~en\~~

Black Affairs Council recef!:on. 6

~i~de~~ ~e~t::' Gallery

unge.

CETA M·TEP R«OfP1ition Program
tJ;r:'"R~zf::"ktut3e:t~e~i:;:':' Old

HAWAIIAN WALl

SPC film "Airplane." 7 p.m. and 9

s~cn;ij~~·~ri~i~ X~~~r~ Ch~~~e[i
p.m. to 1:15 a.m .. AUd~onum.

'AT(:AMPOS BQ\T DOCK

Student Center.
SPC video. 7 p.m. to 11 p.m .• Video
Lounge. Stuilent Center.
Japanese Student Association
m~ii~8ac!: Sfu~entt~~te~:m ..
Iranian Muslim Association

SUNDAY
.:i:oo·pm.- People Hunt

w:~n'f:.l~~u~e~~ ~~ej.~~t~~t~

."'3:30 pm.-Wack-a-ki Canoe

~i~de~f J:nt~i-~" Illinois Room.

.and Paddleboat Races

tllinois Commission on Children

~~~nfiOC::;~I~:ilt t~e~ie~n.

ColieR!,! of Human Re~ources
meetmg. 8:30 a.m. to a p.m ..
Sangamon Room. Student Center.
Continuing Education reception. 2

MENU-S2.95

i,;~Iia~g :ogm~:' ~~~~~h~~~:~

Hawaiian Pig

~::!~~ ~J::mSt~':te~~~fri~:

Poi

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

Fresh Hawaiian Fruit
Salmon ala Vegetables
Onion Rolls with Butter
Pineapple Punch

1

<ltaBIl
Atttnt

Entertainment Provided by:
The Rave

Stained GIaIS

custom windows
supplies
.....
classes

~.

(Formerly The Invaders)

r::-------,

....

115%
off II
J
any purchase

~

L~~.!2!'£~J ::

541-4521
Located inside

Book World 823 S. III.

I ,.....,.

.','

.:
:,':
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Southrrn Jlhnni!" l~nivl"l'!.. ty
•

at CarbondnJIP
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JOIN US FOR OUR

\.-----....

2ndANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
. . ~'!j - tv,:::a~3::t

Lewis Park

Mall
549·4332

BEER
in town I

PICKs LIQUOR
. Giacobazzi Lambrusco

Mi IIer Beer $1.19
6 Pak Btl.

Lowenbrau $2.49
6 Pak Btls.

OlyBeer

$3.79

12 Pak Btls. or Cans

Mickey's

11.1'

6 ..ak litis.

Weidemann Beer
2412-ozRet. Btls,$3.99
~*********************~

! Lone StarTASTING !
*
•
:* ...-~ Friday August 28 :*
!ie
4pmto7pm :
~

.

29:.

*******************

: DRAWINGS!
:• FOR PRIZES!*
•
*

$2.19

750ml

Riunite Rosato Wine

$2.49
$4.79
:
AND MORE!
:
Classic Chablis Wine
******************t
750 ml
$1.49
~ Club
1.5 liter
$2.9'
750ml '6.49 Langhoffsche
Ten ~ Whiskey Liebfraumilch
$2.19
750 ml $4 49 Paul Masson Carafe
•
Chablis -Rose-Burgundy
OldSmugJIec
1 Liter
$2.19
•
INCLUDING
.,
: T-8HIRTS,COOLERS:

~tcfl

1 Liter $6.19

Hiram Wa1kerGin
750 ml

$3.69

750 ml
1.5 liter

********************
Clossic:
Chablis Tasting :

!!
:

Friday August28

!

4PM to 8PM

•

:

•

i

.*******************

: ~ Saturday August
:
1 pmto5pm :
..**********************

Hiram WaIkB- Vodka

Lone Star

Gcrcbl Vodka
750 ml $3.99 Paul Masson Brut
&:aid Rum
Cha~pC:lgne $5.49
750 _I $4."
750 m
'
Jack Daniels'

6 PakCans

Old Style

$1."

"."

750 ",I

BlcdLabel
750ml

-3.49
..

Paul Masson

Emerald Dry or
Rhinecastle $2.1~

'7.1'
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Coal to star in SIU-C's fair exhibit
Coal and SIU·C ..... iII be the
focus of the Univl'rsity's l'xhibit
at the Du Quoin State Fair.
which opens Friday.
Two three-serl'en slidl'fiIm
shows have bl'en produced
especially for the 17th edition of
the SIU·C exhibit at thl' fair.
..... hich continues throulUl Sept. 7,

Viewers 01 thl' coal sho..... will
gl't a look at the history of
mining in Southern Illinois. at
thl' people ..... ho mine tht'
mineral todav and at the future
of coal as it' is seen b\' SIC·C
researchers.
.

"Illinois Coal: Stubborn
Treasure" is a l;,..minute wordsand·pictures look at the part the
fuel has played--and is expected
to play-in the life of Southern
Illinois.

--:--~o~riQfoOklti-7:~
• ~
515 '12 s. illinois

A second presentation is a
"student's-eve" look at the
academic. cultural and social
life of the University.
Both shows will run con·
tinuously from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
daily at the SIU·C gl'Odesic
dome. just off the midw3Y.

"Grand Ope••••"

549·4741

Friday and Saturday

7.1('"

of Cook...
.... . . . . .c.C.....

..I(............

Counselors from the admissions office and other offices
will be at the exhibit to answer
oH Any
questions from noon to 7 p.m. on
_
weekdays and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. L _________
With this Coupon
wseekends.

10C

Staff pheto by Jay Small
FRISBEE WHIZ -Robert Fossell. junior In geology. used the grass
west of Morris Library to practice his Frisbee technique Wednesday. Friday's weather may be less conducive to Frisbee games.
with a 30 percent chance of thunderstorms in the forecast. Skies are
expected to clear late Friday.

swer qUl'ril's aboul Ihl'
programs for honor students.

Todd
Rogers.
student
president. and other student
government officers .....iII Ilt' at
the exhibit both Saturdays. Aug.
29 and Sept. 5. and on Labor
Day. Sept. i. George Bro..... n.
director of the honors program.
will be there from 3:30 to i p.m.
Friday and on Monday to an-

rt

purcha.. over $2.00
Good through 8-31

ThaDlscraa'
Charm of
the 1Iourgaa....

-Ca1l1pUS BriefsThe University Karate Club will have an organizational meeting at 1
p.m. Saturday in the Martial Arts Room of the Recreation Center.
This new club is oriented toward individuals interested in competition karate training. No previous experience is necessary. Interested persons may call the club's president, Elliot Freeman. at
529-4596.

The Carbondale Community High School All Sports Kickoff ..... iII be
held from 5 to 7 p.m. Sunday at Evergreen Park. Those who .....iII
attend are asked to bring chips. a relish dish or dessert. Hot dogs
and Pepsi will be provided. The public is invited to come and meet
the athletic director. coaches. athletes and cheerleaders. In case of
rain. the kickoff will be held in the high school's east cafeteria.
The Southern lUinois Friends' Society (Quakers) holds a meeting
and worship service at 10:30 a.m. each Sunday in the homes of
- ml'mbers and attenders. This Sunday's meeting .....ilI be at !Oi South
Maple St. Visitors are welcome. There wiIJ be a potluck ' •..nch after
worship. For transportation assistance or other information. interested persons may call 457-6542 or 549-4583.

Friday &. Saturday
Ilpm
$1.50

Friday & Saturday

7&9pm
$1.50

2S to 50 couples will come to University Mall from 7 to 9 p.m.
Saturday as the Western Square Dance Club of Southern Illinois

_ooa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
from south of Mount Vernon. Admission is free.

A hunter safety program will be held at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Satur~y

.

"

,

.• ' ',: _ . . ~:. • ~ '.

::=·~!:!~:ei~:~~!;~.~h~pc:~~~ets b:i!~~tS:::;ie;g ~\::"/~';:;:~~'_:..'_'............'_...; :.~.:~.:;.~ ~; ,~.•.;.~~,;.;:;..:._:_'_-....i-._~_:._::~.:;:~~,;;,;.;.:~_~;;..:. . ._:..' _.....:-.o;:~ .;.~:.;. -~..;;:-.. with the important topic of safety and how it applies to hunting in
hopes of reducing the number of persons injured while hunting.

',::.

Ifl D. .'tI'tI
ZI.D...ftI
I~ D...

,:',111
'."'"
, ••,111

~o6.i but there is an alternative
..,J.

<de" 1

C..I ,".U•••fllD." "". '"' S"flLL M..,
"4a.rts
m~111 ::~
toe aaGrts
S,......III . ->.

1-4 ...
• I~III

r\as Legal

to the high cost of Iei'd

•
.,

'tI

D...ftl

D...

S1.01 aaGrts
SI.Z0a.rts
SI.JI GaG'"

'.:':",

,

S,......

III ~.":
~... III
SJfttI...UI '•

r.

Inth..... II ...r:

IN THE LARGE eAR:

representation.

.....- .........:..~...:.I...~.,·~ !, ,

IT-S FRID.,
PROGRISSIVE HflP" HOURI
I'W

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY:

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY:

..

~

Criminal Defense.
Jacqueline Abel.
James Roberts. and
M.tha Easter-Wells

ATTORNEYS

Divorce,
Bankruptcies,
and other
Civil Matters.

:.... :.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SUN-MON: The Large lar is closed

....

~J .... .,..

,..,.

I,..J. .
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Classic Roell" Roll-NO COVER

-Cal11pus BriefsA documentary film on the Southern Counties Action Movement will
premiere at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Lutheran Center, 700 South
Illinois Ave. The film, produced by the sm Summer Film Workshop
under direction by instructor Mike Covell, explores Southern
Illinois' vast coal reserves, rising utility costs and the importance of
citizen participation in local issues. Featuring many residents of the
area, the film illustrates the work of the citizens' action
organization. "Salt of the Earth," wiMer of the Best Film Award
from the Paris Academy of Films, will also be featured. The 1953
film, directed and proouced by Mike Wilson, is based on the struggle
to organize zinc miners in New Mexico. A donation of $2 is
requested. Child care and refreshments will be provided.
The closing date for registration for the Practice Law School Ad·
mission Test is September 7, and the test will be held September 12.
To register, those interested must come to the Testing Service in
Woody Hall, B204. Information is available by calling 53&-3303.
Registrants must pay a required 54 fee to the Bursar.
The SIU Self·Defense Club will hold its organizational meeting at
7:30 p.m. Monday in the Martial Arts Room of the Recreation
Center. Regular classes in the Korean martial arts of Tae Kwon Do
and Hapkido will be on Mondays and Wednesdays from '1:30 to 9:30
p.m. and on Fridays from 4 to 6 p.m. Instruction is provided by Jeff
Forby, who is a 4th degree Black Belt. Interested persons may
contact Kerry Wall at 457-8293.

New Britain law
aff~t8

jury system

LONDON lAP> - A new
contempt-of-court law went into
effect Thursday in Britain.
making it iUegal for jurors to
disclose how they reached a
verdict. Supporters say It's
liberalizing; critics claim it
erodes the right to publish the
truth.
Under the law, it is illegal for

:~r;~~:, ,to i~r~~~'ti~~l~:o~~
anything that happens during a
jury's secret deliberations.
Reporters and researchers are
banned from asking jurors
questions about deliberations,
and jurors can be held in con·
tempt for telling them.
Technicallr, the law makes it
a crime for Jurors to chat with
friends or family about what
happened in the jur" room. But
the attorney general must
approve any attempt to bring
contempt proceedings, making
it unlikely a juror would be
prosecuted (or such a breach.

BRASS PLAYERS
THE
SIU MARCHING SA LUKIS
WANT YOUr

Openings still available for:
Trumpet, Trombone, Horn, Baritone,
and Sousaphone
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Members receive two hour credit.
Performances at: World TrottinK Derby.
All Home Football Games. St, Louis-Dallas
Game in St. Louis,
Interested players should
contact: Mike Hanes

Band Office-Room 109, Altgeld Hall
Phone 4i3-2776

The Daily Egyptian
has something for everyone

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society will meet Tuesday from 12 to 1:30 p.m.
in the Corinth Room of the Student Center. Dr. George Brown,
director of honors opportunities, will speak on "contradictory
perceptions." Information is available from Betsy Peterson at 5365506.

"('rop Production: Principles and Practices, .. a textbook co-written
by an sm-c professor, will now be published in Spanish editions.
Donald Elkins, professor of plant and soil science in the School of
Agriculture, was notified of plans for the new edition by the
American publisher of the book, MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc. of
New York. Elkins wrote the fourth edition with Darrel Metcalfe of
the University of Arizona. The first edition was printed in 1930.

RIVERVIEW GARDENS
RECREATIONAL CENTER
F."."""., ••,•••••• , ,•• " ,....",......., , ,....

..

• miniature golf
• batting cages
.9-hole,3-par golf course
• lighted tennis courts

• driving range
• paddle boats
• arcade

r-------------------------,
COUPON WOIITH tIC oft

I

I
II

I

'I-HOLEMINIATUREGOL'
re~. price $1.25

I
II

Start 1he rww sch>oI.,- wiIh a grwot rww lock..
a look that begins with a _ t i l e low mainI e - . perm. A look that begins at the Halt
~.

wt.thetyouwant_. vaNme .
at soft. _ ... ral curls. ",e ....... the perf~t
perm method. And _ follow eocft perm ",.th
_ d our famous shaping and .lytong wssionS.

___ ............ _ •.-_.all

....,.-V....,.50 .... - - - -

.. your activities. you know your hair wlllloak
IIs .... I.

Glta ..... Start. T.......... alaur.,.clal
1adt...ScNoI offer_.

, ..... c..~~
......... AtI.

Off.r.xplr.. S.ptember31,1981
L _________________________
_
I
on. coupon per visit
I

Open ..ally noon·'O p.m.
Sun '·'0 p.lft.
Hwy. 13 1/" mile .... of Junct. 127 Murph~

.87·3033

SPECIAL REDUCED
PRICES
ON ALL USED TV.
Electronic ports and supplies for all
school needs

The Best Music from
the Best Record Store in town.
dOlJRNEY
.sc",P.

Service on most makes and models
of stereos and TVs

II~~~~~~~~ ~Q<~~~~~~I.

IC Op-Amp Cookbooks

. Bring in this

ad

'or

In Stock

15% OlSCOUNl

This week only

ON ELECTRONIC TOOLS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT

$13.50

II.CK·.IUCTIIO-.C.
Lewis P.rIe Mall. ~rlloncl.le
549."33
~iiiiiiI. . .eJ(t to Pick's Liquor

We Special

Order

'Daily t;gyptian

I

Classified Informallon Rales

I

m~:S~u~alt:J:.

FOIIEIGN CAR PARTS

GL08ALAUTO
North on Hwy. 51

!lhree or Four Days -8 cents per
word. per day.
Five thru Nme Days-7 cents per

r.!hm:.~~~ ~_~~onths 3~AS::S

MISS KITI'YS GOOD used furniture. R.R. 149 Bush Ave., Hurst, .
III.. 11 miles NE of Carbondale.
Free delivery up to 25 mile:oaoAf13 I

~~\~n~i~~~r:~~~ ~~~:rt\~~ ~~~
~~~~nir~o~ n~~\~ir:~~~~ [~

advertiser which lessen the value
of the ad\'ertisement will be ad·

IOx55 WITH

15 Word llinimum

m:~~e~~r";~~~ein~h!~n7e~~r~~~

Tune-Up Special
Free Engine Oil
With Tune-Up
'1.Mllelouth of The a......

the rat ... applicable for the number
of insertions it ':Rpears. There "III

_~l% ~o aCnO\'~~ I:~~na~o;ra~fe th!

neg:::ifierEd~~~~~i'n must be
paid in advance excell' for those
accounts with p~tablished credit.

Automobiles

457·5966.

MAVERICK '74. ~wer
m::;~foo.very good cO~I~~~g5
FORD

with

k~\ire~~~~~:

DATSUN '74. Station wagon 710.
Al\t·FM. very good condition.
(1)8934202.
8309Aa05

backrest

Only

and

S700:1A~~~

excellent condition. Extras !iSO. or
best offer. 549-5075.
OOllAc05

~~:~~~:;~~~1~ble.
0021Ac05

~~!is. 1~ ~o~~~~ g~~C:3n~ri~~
:'99r:i,7~0::.le ~~r~~~~~ 0r!i~~1
Dr Low miles Si90.00. '68 V.W.

~ul.. .ei~n~:.t~o s:.:Wri, 7~e~
kay 614 E. Main.

~~~~ ~~rti. ~oF~J~~~·\~~~r~
8299Aa05

1980 YAMAHA 650 SPECIAL MI:>IT Condition - red. 3700 miles.
549-5625.
0IH2Ac05

!:C~~H~~ne, S~r~r ,~i

1975 KAWASAKI 500. REBUILT
ENGINE. new clutch, tires. and

~~~.f,~~:7~~k, =A~~:

offer, must see, call after nm. 5498291Aa06

~_6S84.

7i SUZUKI TSI8S. nOD miles. 5411-

~9ECEJ'AYy'I?nlJ,r.n'ed !';~JII:
~~·"io':.tt~.5f6~o':Ft~~ Jra:;

'1057

aner

~

PM.

007McG8

1980 HONDA HAWK. M400T,
luggaFee rack, backrest, 3400 mi..

0025Aa05

;~~ ::~cr~W!~~'l!a~ws:~~l:ets,

JEEP CJ5, 1974 $2,100. Call 5291622, days.
BOOI5Aa05

988-8201 after 6 p.m.
i

little car. $1SO.00. 457~.

I
ca~ed,

DODGE DART 1965 - Standard
Tn_illion • air coaditi!minl.
COD-

OIlIAa06

Servlc.1

free move. Action Mobile Homes,
52t-1604 or 549-5550.
B8296Ae05
USED MOBILE HOMES for sale,

.

auYINO USiD V.W.'.
~~

AIII ....

~_

Mt-SU1
tU-1.MII.n

...

Davp., 549-'1347 ar after 6 p.m .• 867· ,
2738.

0094Ae05

Miscellaneous

............ c.w- P....

SANSUI551

($260) $89

It mi. Eost of Moll " , . " 0 Ik. Buick)

LAFAVETTElR9090

($600) $175

61 .. '29.2983

ALSO CASSETTE DECKS. AMPS
AND OTHER GOOD EQUIPMENT
ALL WITH '10 DAY PAIITSa LAlOR.

A.' T.Y. RENTAL

CASH

We buy used stereo equipment

NALDER

Rent A New Zenith
Color r.levision$25 Monthly
Black/Whit.
$15 Monthly

Good condition or
needing repair

----

STEREO

audloH.......1 ......"

715 S. UNIVERSITY

FREE MAINTENANCE
Delivery And Pickup

549-1508
"ON THE ISLAND"

~~:ah~O~~35go~a:~~t~KIe~~:

~r-~~ailable to bUb&fi~

~;::;;:;;;;;;;:;;;:::;;::::;;;;~I Pets & Supplies

0457-7009

. . --------....-.., STERE
SALE.
MUR·
North 24th &:
~~f:~j!l.er AU~~~nifur~' .. ~
miscellaneous.
Cyliner
phonograph, antique clock and
pockefwatch, stereo :luipment,

BEAUTIFUL
BIRD
German
shorthaired
pointerDOGS.
p'ups,
AKC. Field Ch=.ion bloodlines,
__'",e"es.6114- ,everu~

TREASURE
• PHYSBORO.

~m:~~~'

Atwa

SA.IN AUDIO

_ _ _ _ LOW DIIClOUNI'
-

FREE KITfENS. POTI'Y trained,

PIlICIS

er~AT~

~~~~~::.'~~~~~~

HAFLE.

Bicycles

.... .....

DM1I11(

..

RALlEGH PROFESSIONAL MK

. . . . . . . . . . . . .IIIUI
.AU .171
.au .nt
....

1i273Af06

.Y".~

............

s..D.cousncs

..."_

M.na

1ICIIIIICS

..wm

GftN ......... I¥InDAY

111110 It.
MUllllMYIMMIO

Oll2Af07

I

REFRIGERATOR WHITE 1125.

i

~ :::d~~W'~O:
~i
Ol2&Af09 I

STERE
REPAI

8340Ai05

USED BICYCLES. CURRENTLY
large selection of 1, 3. 5, and 10
~~. Dave's Bicycle Re~s:
GREAT BUY!! SCHWINN 10

_IMNYOW" ...... -

r~~ 1:=~::~Rca.r~i~ I

offer. 529-3563.

McGill 502-443-9688.

AIICOM

YAMAHA
"A"AMIOtI

GIANT
SILKSCREENS
AVAILABLE. The Who, Pink
FJ.oyd, Hendrix, Monroe, and many
others. SU.OOeach, call ~

529-1815.

~~nUi~n~Ids9~~r ~:frBJ~

aM-1M SYIIIIO

4 KNIGHT SPEAKERS. Sansui
tuner. window fan. 529-1497

~~t!i.
'ms~7~::
Marty.
OO13Ai05

I c........
=: ~~oo~b ~:::

...................
(_ron tnimlhil "In S1afion)

LEICA Me WITH 55mm - 1.4
SwnmilUll, 35mm - 3.5 Swnmaron,
eveaiDp. Serious iDquiries=~)o&
WOLLENSAK

STEREO

10

~=a:;.::i.:'lt~~:
Prinz

--.,J:r Nikaa.!ci ':m~

==.~ film OO&7AjOS
editor,

Itt....... _-I'M.

CARBONDALE· 1971, 12x65,
central air, 2 bedroom. large

119.~

197~1980 J~~~

e:::~e:~:f~:,~c~~~rg, :;~~~a~1

?~-room, bar, furnish~~

WHY RENT? 8 WIDE ventura. one
bedroom, pennanant darkroom.
extras cheap, lJlust sell. Frank 5292031.
0003Ae05

tl:'95c:-'-5

I

IWNOIS COMPUTER MART

KENWOOD KR 6000 (5525) $179

Homes. 529-1604 or 549-5550.
B8294Ae05

CLEAN AND SPACIOUS 12x60.
Two bedrooms, central air. extras.
Just $4995. 457-2467 or 549-7482
days-eveninp.
0006Ae06

• $49.95. Van window louven

w. also .tock a wid.

.....Ion of computer
boob & magazln...

i:?'a~~~l~~=: ~i!:t~=

THE HUNTER BOYS have rear
window louvers. VW Rabbit 1975

~~'1fa =s~~n~ ~~pr::
tf~:S ~~ha~: 1;'5 a=·95.

stop.yfora
free ".lIIOMt... tl~n

($350) $149

SHERWOOD 7450

CARBONDALE. 10·x55·. EX·
CELLENT COl\;DITION. un-'
derpinned, tied down. fully car·

~'\~~:o:~=.t ~

TWO bedroom,
I 1OX5OinLIBERTY,
range and oven
985-6ZOIiot3Aa08 built
~:r.::ea~:'~~O· =~

FOR SALE, 68 BUICK Skylark. 2
door H.T. S275.00.

•• rts &

I!

COUCH AND MATCHING cb8ir.

::t~ s;:.s~~~oJre'09

~.~

I!R!:!ec~e~I'V,5!;e....
rs,--_ _ _....L.....i$~' SAL

0063Af09

7S PACER. AM. FM. 8-tnck. P.S.

.

NAlDER STEREO

CARM)NDALE'S ONLY

~~~f"~J~&t~f~~~.ll!nt cog~l~~~iol

=f~:'St=~l."L~' CaD

AMC HORNET 1970,
battery weak S3OO .• 457-54 ~081

59 CHEVY BELAIR 4 door, 3
fr:.t-~M~ good coDdi.::uua:

CARBONDALE· 1978 Duke. 14x70.
air, w·d. dishwasher fur;lished.
completelv Sel-L1~. great location.
116.000.5411-8039 a ter 8:00 &~Aell

OI07Acf11

: ]975 TM SUZUKI (DIRT BIKE).
833SAa07 Good Condition. must sell. 529-4692.
01l0Acf11
M.P.G., nice I
Real Estate
0033Aa05

:::.:s,~:~5;OO~

:

~~~oc:.5tn ~:!r'co:~on~ib~'1

~~~ac!nc~~t ~~~c:tk

~ble,

.

0058Acf11

~;:VS:~iaofre':~5~;~~~~~!K6

71 SUBARU,HIGH

EJectrorics

~b~~~~r: L 2~~~~tfeOdeck~~~~

75 SUZUKI GT J80 LOW mileage.

CHEVY "NOVA" 1967. Automatic
rransmission, PS. PB. Excellent
8303Aa05
condition, 549-7954.

for Joe.

~i~~hs~~~.hOp, 1334~~yJs i !:==========~

0002Ae07

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT

1974 HOl\;DA CR450 GOI)D CON· ;

DITTON,

AWN'S T.V.

10x50 MOBILE HOME. TWO
bedroom. furnished. air. ap·
~~f1n~e:-iJ.i~ heat, under&ir~1~~3

lOxSO EXCELLENT CONDITION
HO:>lDA 3;;0. 1973. RU:-;S AND ' PARTIALL Y !urnished. practicallv new furnace. 52800.00 16181
0079Ae09
~lffe::te~~c~.!~~t gas ~~~: 2lI2·2\J28.
'78 XS 650. 6800 miles. lugga,!!e
rack. crash bar, and more. Excellent shape.
8319t\c06

=,:(;:-

GOOD SELE(lION OF used TV's. :

M9-0S31

FOR SALE

'0

FOR SALE; F]REWooD. Oak.
Ash and Hickory mixed. S35 ~r ,
pickup load. 893-4218.
8325 f05:

room tipout.

S33OO. 549-1219. after 5 p.m

"our ad: call 53·&-3.11l before 12:110
noon for cancellation in the next
day's issue.

weekend.

LIVI~G

~~t~~~:~~~~~~en

~oo~n~iti~~le frr~~h~~in~=

l:':.~~~tl~.f o~~r;'o~~i~~~~a~n~~i

free estimates, 090 day war·
ron'ee, and fos' dependable
service. Came
my shop
and save. And lik. that s0meone you know, coli 549·5936.
Allen's T.V. Repair, and save.

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange. 1101 North

W....yC..h
On The Spot
Any Conclitlon
54'·3tOO

vertisers are responsible for

to malte replirs for less. 1 <jive

~~"J~~u~~o;:t~~iJ. mi'es8~,:n4'

Mo..... ".,.....

For Service
529-1642

The Daily Eg\'ptian. cannot be

Someone who knows you,
knows me. and thot someone
has leorned thot T.V. and
stereo repairs need no' be
ewpensive. low overhead and
special inventories permit me

SPIDER WEB BUY and sell used

~~.~~~hl.~~~r40t.o bUY8J.i~

" .......ut ou, "'Houn' c.,.

i

!

HOMECREST. GOOD CON·
DITION, tenns available or FOR

Carbondale

daten thru Nineteen Days-6 rents
per word. per dav.
pe~:~~a. ~rl::; Days-5 cents

USED
FURNITURE
CARBONVALE. Old Rt. 13 West, tum
~~.a~~~ Inn Tavr,:i9fr~

~cr~~~~~ce.:~~ a::f ,:~

529-1644

cents per word :
daTwo Days-9 Ct'nts per word. per i

I

CONTRACf FOR TITLE, Carbondal@ area, 1969 Statesman. 12 x
60, front and rear bedrooms. new
ea~, butcher block counterto(lS.

-~
:.
~

FOR SALE: ]2x50 MOBILE Home.
Good condition, 2 bedrooms.

!:~C.ti:::!s ~i.U:*~l:I:

~--llI69after5:30p.ms32zAell

12xSO, 1970, AIR, NEW RUGS,
must sell. $2900.00. 52!H727.
0049AeG8
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t\

·c.MetYA........
• fIrhete Pwr.d,.
• aCaIor~ toa.o..fra.
eYnnh PIck• •

...

.~

....un*y .........

Marshall & Reed Apt••
511 - South Gra.....

CABONDAU

.
,.

• All Utili.... PIIW

J_

..'

Ph••""11

I REEL DEVELOPING lank

C~RBONIlALE HOUSING. VERY
mce, one bedroom furnished

4

~~IO ~~~rs':i~~":'ix~4saf:'~e~~r

NOW IINTINO

r.rrn~1:~t·a~:1~er:~':tu=~~
two or three. air. free trash
~:r::~la~~~~~nS~e"Rt;in!d:

dflrlUtemr's,tim6er9' setreloofa JIOablYecontrrl_almst
«fal II

5~1497.
8272AjOS
Sport Ing Goods

~~~~--_ _ _ _ _.. I NON-SMOKING FEMALE TO

cassettes.

' ..12·,4

N,~~"

12x60 TWO OR THREE bedroom
carpeted. aIr conditioned. fur:
mslled or unfurnished. anchored

' ....OCNII .-,t",.na..
.-

••

.'r Conditioning
No.,...

'S.GO/Doz.

.Y.AIII"

WISTIRN AUTO

..t.2." or .".7Ml

............

2-3 BEDROOMS. $75-S350. Close to
campus. 529-4414.
B8235BC2\)

Warren. Phone~9-5649after6:00.

B831lBc05
EXCEPTIONALLY CLE.O\N AND

:.~~.~~~B~~?woS~~;,
two kitchens. unfurnished. 4-6

~8a295Bc05

0124Ba09

PERFECT FOR A couple. Two

CHECK

FOR RINT

Royal _entals

Apartment.

~:xt,0o~obif:r~~~:. a~ur~~~h~~
Soulhern Park. Available now
$150.00 per month_ 549-7653.
.
8306Bc05
::IOx=5O~NA-;-::TU=RA7:1-.G=-A"""S-.2-MILES

~~s.:ihs$l:a:\I::i~~29-f.~~te.

9
BOO96Bc08

For F.II C....II.tloM

457-"22

NowA«_pf...
Fen Confnlcts

private country location. 10
manu!es from campus. Grad or
mamed couple. clean. 1140.00. 54901168c07

~~REFERRED. 12ll65,

air. total e~~"c~I=.tr:r
pets. 68!-Z482~
Bol27Bc07

MALIBU VILLAGE

'or
Fe"
......
1""fl'o""

Now R_flng
5 ........... &
..... S1SOUth
Z

~~OO.:'4s7'~~arpeto..:=il

Stt....1

CARTERVlUE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT furnished lillhts

Roommat••

Z

ru~~!~~~ \?2~· Pa~:."

in
Refngerator_ Rent plus deDod. No

peta- 453-S1~ .11'1117-2006. 8258Bao6

:ll: :;:=: =''=0 ~=

1:.."=

1.4.581D11OOM
HOUas

!-f:~O~~At;~;T:=:
~1::~~s:.oo-mOnth_,,=o

.or ....

APARTMENTS
Itwo) ONE
BEDROOM furnished and unfurnished. ·1180_-1165_ IIICIIItb ~
utili~. A-C. in country. /easeaad
depolllt. 457·7753. keep ~

, _......: Cerpef'"
;.

...

.~

:'~'

.... ,&1 ........ ......

'.

1lI0II..... foo4 ..",Ice.
1Y ...................
only % .Iodr fr.....
ce..pus.

ROOMMATE

NEEDED.

Te~a\~~~an~~I~t- ~~~

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
share nice. clean holl!le close to

to

l::paJ!J~mr~J!:.

:iWlr::
54!HlO!W7.

8342Be07

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.

Mo i eHomes

YOU CAN WALK to camlJUl! from

~~~~rc'~
mobile home_ Available now.

S150.• per moadt. 5tt-1Wi3otBceS

DESOTO_ MOBILE HOME. clean.
air.... beat. ~4!GIY.IIO .....
~Gorm;¥'--=- . .

&'r&

TWO BEDROOII • tl.montb,

leue·nopets.s.a.l5JI. 1\lIZ!IIk10

Mc-.tNda ............

MATURE FEMALE GRADliATE
Student preferred for 2 bedroom
house m 1\lu~vsboro. Call Joan at
68i-1002 or - 9-'1521.
0086Be08 I
ROOMMATECLOSE
TO I

fr~~Pi-.:..so =!o:':~~~jer~u:I~

457-0519.

TWO BEDROOM • CARPET •

=:\.!::.;.:: tI::. :::
1531,

OO2IBclO

~ea':::~i::-~
=..~ted can unmediaJa~~

::.s:r = ~1t:.i~=

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO ..... re
a I bedr.Ra mobile. 5 miles out of

oo

115t5..

DI4BeG7

l:.~Err:.E='~·aD~::
~~aeept ~. furpenm

::..two....:e~

8MlBe023

~~ :~ap:i~\~~~en 2 an~~

00818e05

DELIVERY PERSOS. Mt:ST be
neat in ap~arance. Have own car

shape. 549-2693.

work days. Apply in person after I

~~;.f.:::s~affifn~~ :~.t~;~~

MOVE (MOBILIZATION Of
VOLUNTEER EFFORT)
is
recruiting enthusiastic students as
Steering Committee members.

a month ea.:h. heat and water

!.~~~1erv~~~e~~d ~~PacWvi~~
~rS~tr:.uni?nJ'U'?~~~·n:~:1

NEED ONE FEMALE roommate
to share cute three bedroom
apartment
with
fireplace.
bil~rd. $175. per month includes
~~.. ities. Close cam&:- ~

IT WORK!! If interested. call 4:>35714 or stop in the Office of Student
Development. 3rd fl. Student
Center.
B0052CIO

~~~V~~~WG F6~·~o~. M'ir&

to

NOW

§

l~~t~:r ~~::'cfe~~~-:S fr!l~ean~~
r~~w~ect~~~~t ~:!0~1~

r:.r.:s. 54~ (4:Wofomt~

:ARE YOU IN need of a plaee?
:Are you of a female nature?
: Do
want live a block and a

,,011

or B1391. Questions: call Lois
Naegele; 453-5738.
0059C05

to

~!~~ ~~susu'ie ~fbo~~~ ~~
::n~i:I!::,:,:;~.~=
DEPENDABLE

RECEPTlONIST-n'PIST-MUST

t~~:'I!dO:: t~ying S:t~~~bO~~~

~~!i~_ =~o~~:~rno~

Monda~ throu~ Friday. Contact

ROOMMATE

~ or ~~~asti'LJ:816tf3l'rnffS:
~~E~~
Contact Lisa Dartt 536-2361.
-

~~~:._mon~
FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED-Two bedroom fur·

:fed
r::~:Otc::.m~7el::~' ~
plus utilities. Call Jan 529-4711.

0077C06

~!~~al~:g~~~cri

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

~:n~.1:~~~~~~to

AM and I PM for appointment to
,.

01258e05

I

MabIle Home Lola

I

NICE TWO BEDROOM. air.
t ural
'115 moothly. 2 blocks
rro::am:S~s:'Jb~ mile
8OOI58d15

CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMMATE

c:..

rnf'

*",:m.=.

needed:

Fumisbed I bedroom

::r

=~~:!n:
":r:~~
eacb·mootb. 54lH658.
00388e05

:.

I

I'

SfRVICIS
OFfERED

RAINBOW'S
CHILDREN
....., .....tIon CentM'
Individualized Academics
Program

HUPWANTED

Creative Arts

RN'.

Only 15 Full Time
Openings.

Intensive Care Unit

Full & Part Time Positions
AV.UMlIMMRMA1ILY
I.C.U.~IsP~

Excellent Starting Salary
& Fringe Benefit Package.
Apply In Person Or
Send Resume To___ .
PersGnMI D.pt.

549-3074

I

I

Proposed Opening 112"

ART LESSONS - DRAWING and

wat~~c~~~ ~~~tb~' f~J'::',!:.~
~fdren Early EducatioD Center.
549-3074_

0017Eoa

QUALITY WORK AT

~udget

ruc;i!~ertb~~m~~

estimates. Sharp Coatra~i5~

MemorIal..,....
-.oe-W.MalnC. . . HI.
(618_4121
Equal Opportunltr EtnpIoper

FEMALE ROO.MATE
NEEDED; . . . . . . . . tv Uve at

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
trailer. 500 W. 00_ Real MS.OO a
:'~JI:!t
Cali 536-3311

~'::r=\~.~
montJi.5&6M7.
DI*lBc05

ACCEPTING
AP. from ~ns in-

PLlCAT~ONS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. furnished

;~

mOME A BARtENDER.
CIaJees tauht b-!J!':.O'~ionals at

a Carbondale ru~_ Can the
rn.~D·1 ScboOl aa:,.~8
KARINS • ALTERATIONS AND
224": S_ minai!!. above

~_

:'~a~2~O=6roo:

-..10111.

833OE022

~:~~i!:='.c~~~·

GNOSTIC CHURCHTEACHlNGS.
The path to mast~ life and the
IIIllwrses. Write GlIOIItic Churd! of
life. Pomona. IL 1I'BiS.
8312E06

ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

TYPING! NO-FRILLS QUALITY
P!l~.O.75j)3ge. Also: Grammarcheck.
Same-dav
service.
Delivery. otherserviees. 549-6925.
8317Efl7

u. Bowl. S29-37S5before~

~one~~lfs~YtIi=_ P.IIL
OOl1C13

••

~n~~wc:ynd~~~:ri:at~~~wnA~\,:n~o

0072Be08

~n~~\~~~

VERY CLEAN. Ib60 mobile

HELP WANTED: WAITERS &
bartenders for special catering
proJect. A{lply In person after 5:00
p.m .. Tom s Plac~. Desoto. IL. 867936.1.
BOOIOCQ5
=T-A-L-L-.~G-L-A-M-O-U-'-R-O-l·-S-.-W-.E-L~L
Proportioned ladies aged 18 to 21 to
tram a~rt-time bartenders. Call

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
nonsmokmg. 10 share trailer five

CARB ORCHARD ESTATES. I~ I
east of city limits. 5OxlOO. water. I
trash furnIshed, no pets. $55.00 a .
~~- 549-3043. after 7 gi~Br0i4

3 BEDROOM AP-A-R-TM-E-NT--I-or

Mt-6S11

~almt~~~:~~~~~~~-

0055BI!07

:~r:!.':.~~011~~

CrossOver
the Bridge
for
Fall Housing at
600 W. Freeman

OO14Be05

~~~~e ~~~~~:efe~~.fi~

10!'55

ONE AND TWO bedroom fur.
nished ~rtmeDts. dose to
~: IIIOIIlb Ieue~

457-1815 pr 549-5888.

~':;!:~~4s~~,:,est St~r~

4227.

t300 moath,

QUIET FEMALE TO share three

~~:On~r.~~~~~~TI~J:I~~I

0070BI!07

."·.'1

r::~·

RooMMATE.WANTED. MALE. 2

ROOMMATE NEECElJ FOR apt
nice ~Iace. Close til campus oii

Office. Sl1·S. Gro......

LARGE

~~~~Ok!~omS90.ca~J:.~;;' pr~ef~~

:'~rrii:c~lf~:s~t~~~ ~~gf:.s'

Many have been completey
reluml~hed and Will be ready
10' occupancy on or before
Allq 21,t Apply In per .. on

MURPHYSBORO.

FEMALE ROOMMATE :-;EEDED
for furnished mobile home three

~~~:r~mi~~~aiFet?·iSa i~~~~~

Marshall. Reed. Hyde Park.
Clark or Monticello Close
to campus·utilihel; included
frosh Plck·up Free Permit
Parkmg Coble TV available

FURNISHED

B8276C20

'"""

~aege~!:~~~=Of~~~lffi:f.~~e F~MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

ra/~_:;:~t~e!::i~.month.

yearsexperience.call687~iJ020

NICEL Y

vv-.I

~~o!,~E A~P~0~er10p::k ~~3 bedroom:o.loblleHome.451o~~

\1()" Rawling,

Musical

WORK WITH FRIENDS. Sell Avon
where you live. where you work
Call Joan Marquard at 549-4622. .

bedroom

:::~er~~_~.large POOl. ~~~~~ U"lilies.45;-7019after5P'&noB~

2.'odIsfrOit'lCampus

~.y...

SOUND CORE - COMPL~TE 12
channel P.A. Graphics. lflonitors.
100 ft. snake. sound mlln. four

two

c_a.; ~; ; : ; ;,:~ I: : :~:..... 11.......a;;;;;;;:..__.Mt_-Hlt
_ _ _.J1 ~~4s t~: ~~~~.Iarge ~~'If~

51_ph. Roe)...

.....LL.....
617-1131

furnished,

rln_n.o.n-:o::ld.R_t•.1-:3.W.es.t•.

END OF SUMMER
eLIARANa

___
MU
..................,...
___O_""~O_..;.ILL;.;.._.... I

share

~~~erpuS. ~9-8284
pets.. Free ~~B~
~~~t~:~A~~ernN1i~~E~roc!~

Daily F..gyptiiln. AIIIlU!i'1 :!II I'lR1 Pal!l' 1:1

SCIOT MAGIC CHIM~EY Sweell.
Southern illinOIS finest. WOO(!·

~~o;:(:~~~~~~r~~fl~~~.imney
827SEOIO

TYPING: EXPERE:'IICF.D: FAST.
reliable and accurate. SO.75 or
more per page. Please call 5-190868.
7979E09
THE CARBONDALE WOMENS'S
Center
offers
confidential
Pregnan~ Testing and Coun·
~~~2..A ro-Choice orga~~~ri
NEED A PAPER TYPED~ IBM
Selectric. Fast and accurate.
reasonable rates. 5-19-2258. 8099EI ..
THESES, DISSERTATIO!'iS,
RESVMES, Call the Problem

fllt~er: ~1.-,=r Printint8:~~E~7

NS
"SALES

AUCTI

LOST

I YARD SALE: DESIG~ER cordoro, chaIrs. queensi7l' waterbed.

;n::r

l:tS<;I~';,~r~at.d~':lts29.Ii~~~
I~IJOOR FLEA :\IARKET. An·
," lhasa apso. I, looks like
.06 S. Giant City Road lone block
minature. Bt'njl. about Aug. 10th ~\:l~e $~Ocr~~a~~~e'J'aW~e:r:~!e i
north of Grand.'
o120K05
near LeWIS Park. light white-beigeRamada r:in. Carbondale. 5-19-7311
brown. 7 months. no collar. an·
B8260KJ5
swers to Gwen. friendlv. Call
ANTIQUES
collect I 312 ~ 969-«i34.
- 8265G I0 MOVING SALE FRIDAY and
LOST: BLACK COVERED check· t~~'::":.?d\I~~fie~0~ei4f~:~if:;e~
book with plain blue checks on 8·2". plants. clothes. Ram or shine.
Possiblv on west side of So. II. Av.
0009K05
near D.'Q. Please call "53-2258 . Ask
for Craig.
009IG06 SI SeNDA Y FLEA market· everv
Sundav till :'oiovember for all vour
LOST
WED:'oiESDAY. needs:One mile south of the Arena
GOZ2KII5
~~~h\:;1~Sor a~~~d ~~ve on Rt. 51 Sou:h.
Reward and no questIOns. Call YARD S..\LE. SA Tl'RDA Y. Augusl
collect 985-6783 keep tryingill08G06 29 at 9:30 a.m .. 609 E. Snider St..
Carbondale.
OI02K05
il-0-"'-IN-G-S-A-L-E-,-C-O-L-O-R-T-.V-·.,

$100 REWARD: LOST dog. female.

I:

Pregnancy A . . . .nce

Center

~g~~~s~~~: 3.~~~~ ofit~l!all

Pregnant-NaM Help:'

Cell 52t.2...1
24 Mr. Serv' e

5-I9-IW6'l

01l9H05

PIIEGNANT?
call I.RTH••GMT

~EED

EXPERIENCED

~~~:~I~~~e/o St~CkbY u~'lI~~~

:~Jt~~~~rS:~~:da~C!~~k29 o~~

RIOfRS WANTfO

Cedarvlew Ln., 529-2595. 00Ii9K05
:\toVING SALE: Ft'R!'iITl'RE,

DAlLY Bes SERnCE from
Carbondale to Chicago. 526.40:

~~;~~ a~~~~~~. ~~~::h1~~rus

I

HAPPY .'ITHDA Y

.rlan O'Donnell
Quart.rOf
A Century
.roth.... Of

!~~~a,}fe~3IirL. Stl~: St.$3lo~1s

~~t~~I~avll:~Ssa:i:~~~i\~~5
a~g I ~~~;:c:t a~:n7~~~~~'~17~~ oM.~p\~
Briarwood:Carbonda_le.'O«i3KIJ5 I
YARD

SALE

R:OE "THE STl"DE~T Transit"·
SATtRDAY-, to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs

~~~~~~e. 6J?nt~e.~I~Jn~iot~:~:

f~rJJ~s~'k~~~~~s s~~S::!.s S~9~g

I Roundtrip Tickets saleS d' ilv at
Records" 606 s. Iii. '52929.1 3"Plaza
1862. Tickets also on sale for Labor
Day Weekend.
0039PH
r=:~:o:n::T:h:r:U:F:r:i:N:o:o:n::t:O:4::~::::~==~~~::~::::.L~~~!~~~~~~i~~~]H~~~·IS~w~al~I~S:t.~a~cross~~~f~;~Km~05i ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Fr_ pregnancy testing

& canfidential assistance.

Records for details.

8302105

S..~9-279"..

dishes. TV·s. and more.

OOIWK05

GIANTYARDSALE. Sat. Aug.
to I pm. Lutheran Church of·

8 am

Next time use
the Dailv Egvptian
Classified Ads.

SATILLITI TILIYISION

The Little Sisters
of Delta Chi
and their brothers
are having a
rush party
Saturday,
August 29 at 8 pm
at the OX house
105SGH
Call 536·5561
for rides.

DEALERS WANTED IN YOUR AREA
CONG.ATULATIONS

to provide more than 60 channels of television

New Act'""

to any home with 110 monthly fees.

lIII01.
OF

InitM' iftvestme1Jt less thaft 17,000 to start

It's the easy way to
find what you need.

Phone 536..3311

Brighten
Someone's
Day with a
Smile Ad!

c ••• HOOI'IIItInn .t 314-aS2-.71
On-Sit. Comnlunlcetlons

CALL:

O.

a ............ A.,••

WRI":

St. Loul., Mluourl 13111

Phone: 536.. 3311
a

CASH
Paving

22~

lb.

low

Wide. wide range of artwork
Wide. wide range of prices
• serigraphs
• lithographs
• original oils
.ethchings
• collector's items

........

Sponsored by
School or Medicine
SIU-C

8~~m6

TUTORS WANTED ... ALL sub-

crJ:'

_ Veterans Affairs, W~ HaU.
Room 8-351. No phone caJlj.m=

ENTERTAINERS

g:;~ ~. ra.t0~ry~:

457-1165\:!!een 1-4. M-F or leave
name and phone.
BOO5IFGe

/.

I
!:~~:~t~~ I~-"• 1 ~.

FARMERS MARKET IN Car-

=1;:CJO~c:'it75~~~

[~,".

;:\

~~=~~~
1133-2769.
87607J5
Check the D.E.

After a hard day

at dass,

1401 Walnut Murphysboro
684-6821

No one will be admitted on
August 29 without the blue
admission form.

AIR CONDITIONERS.

for

Happy Huw' Specials

'alte 14. Daily Egyptian. r\Ugust 28. 1981

OlG~'S
ART & GIFT GALLERY

n.. will be no fee required.

201-W. KennicottC'dale. til .

MUSICIANS,

I

Wheeler Hall 8y August 29th
to pre-register for this test.

A.Aluminum
LBeverage
C.Can
Recycling Center

~en:Y:S&::c:n~

.

Come to Room 211

St.-riOUti On Rt'C.'yl"iinJ[

r:m~~~ ~~

'. ....

Saturday. August 29. 1981
8:00 a.m.-S:OO p.m.

For Aluminum Cens
Fri. & Sat., 9AM-4P~

WA~TED

One of the finest galleries in the entire Midwest

MOCK MCAT TlST

~;

30% oft oil paintings

2 regurar mats

FREE

with purchas. of Maynard Reece
L' eel
Imit Edition rint
-

Extra Arllantcn, Missouri, and
FederDl duck stamp prints availotll.
C.a.".'o.ra.rder
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;:SA;;L:E.:EN;:D:S.:AU:G~.

!_____

.:.31:.1

TENNISfroDlPage 16
matches."
Besides their doubles success.
the pair had impressive singles
,'ecords in high school. Eastman
was 55-7, Alren 53-10.
:'Ilolinari.
Auld's
other
fl'cruit, has also had success.
She is ranked seventh in her age
group in Sweden.
"They don't play tenniS
while going to school," Auld
said. "School and sports are
kept completely separate.
That's why so many of the
athletes there want to come
over here."
Molinari's brother Marco, the

top singles plaver at St. Louis
University, told Auld about his
sister.
"She's done well in international competition." Auld
said. "Her Cather's Italian, so
they travel to Italy often. and
she's done well in some tour·
naments there."
Besides having played in
Italy, Molinari has plaved
regularly at the Salk Club in
Sweden.
Auld said that Rav Rosenburg, who started" former
Wimbledon Champion Bjorn
Borg playing tennis, taught

Arlington races set
CHICAGO (API - Mrs. Penny Bel Bolide. Fingal's Cave.
and Match the Hatch will Argument, Key to Content.
compete in Sunday's Arlington Rossi Gold, Ben Fab, Kilijaro.
Million, it was announced p·tite Tete, The Bart and Super
Thursday by Arlington Park Moment.
The Million will be Sunday's
officials.
Both horses are stabled at sixth race. Post time is 3: 40 pm.
Sixteen 2·year·olds have been
Belmont Park and are due in
for
Saturday's
Chicago shortly for the 11 ~-mile entered
turf race which is worth $600,100 Arlington-Washington Futurity,
also
to
be
held
at
Arlington
to the winner.
The starting field is finalized P:uk.
If
that
many
start
in the 7·
at 14 - eight from the original
list of 14 selected by an in- furlong race, it will be worth
$304,125
to
the
winner.
ternational panel of experts and
Among the entrants are two
six from the l0-h0rse list of also
challengers from England, My
eligibles.
Match the Hatch was the last Dad and Telephone Man.
Steve Cauthen will ride My
horse on the also-eligible list.
other Million starters are Dad and famed English jockey
John Henry. U.S. champion and Lester Piggott will be a board
early favorite; Madam Gay, Telephone Man.

Auto races set for Ou Quoin
Dirt and stock car racing wiD
be a feature event of the Du
Quoin State Fair's opening
weekend Aug. 29 and 30.
The Center Line Stock Car
series kif'ks off the events with
time trials beginning at 11 :30
a.m. Saturday. The first of two
100Iap heats wiD begin at 1 p.m.

... II,.

.~

event.

~

_

71I-a.p

•

"_lUre

Sundav, the United States
Auto Ciub wiD run its first
Golden Crown championship
dirt car race with entrants
competing for points leading to
the USAC National Driving
Championship.
Time trials will begin at 11 :30
a.m. and the first race will
' - i n at II p.D>. TIMt 10000P dirt
car race WtII start at 3 p.m.

NEED ARENTAL CAR?

:\lolinari to play tennis.
Going from the clay courts of
the Salk Club to the asphalt
courts of u.s. college tennis
might be a tough transition Cor
:'Ilolinari. Auld said.
The game's played around the
baselines on clay," Auld said.
"It·s tough to adjust to asphalt.
a much faster surface. It's a
slow transition. and I think
Alessandra's confidence has
been shaken. It just takes
patience."
Auld also accepted two walkons. Maureen Harney of Peoria
ilnd Suzanne Garoian of Car·

"They'll all be in the starting
lineup. I just don't know what
order yet," Auld said.
Along with Harney and
Garoian. senior Tammy Kurtz
and junior Paula Etchison will
probably be substitute players.

bondale.
"I really don't know if they'll
figure in the lineup," Auld said.
"With work they can help us."
The lineup is still up in the air
Cor the team's hom': match
against Sn;-E Sept. 8.
"The fight Cor the top is
probably betwen Alessandra.
Heidi and Lisa Warrem." Auld
said. "Lisa's been playing well
lately. real well."
Warrem. a junior. is retur·
ning to the team along with
sophomore Stacy Sherman.
senior Mona Etchison and
junior Becky Ingram.

"1 think we've replaced the
players we lost well," Auld said.
"I think this is the best team
we've had since I've been here.
You never know with young
kids. though. The recruits have
to make the transition from
high school to college competition."

SIU-C INTIIAMUIAL SPORTS

Saluki gridders
to play scrimmage

sponsors

•

Men's. Women's & CoRee

at Bleyer Field
!IIi

The Saluki football team will
scrimmage at 8 p.m. Friday at
Carbondale High School'S
Bleyer Field.
Three wide receivers will be
competing for two open starting
spots. Junior Marvin Hinton
and sophomores Tony Adams
and Javell Heggs have battled
for the spots during fall practice. and Friday's scrimmage
might be the deciding factor.
Coach Rey Dempsey said he
would know who the starters
were the Sunday following the
scrimmage.
"That's the tightest battle,"
Dempsey said. "All three are
doing well, and they all have
great SJ)eed."
All tflree were members of
track Coach Lew Hartzog's
record·setting 1,600-meter relay
team.
Hinton caught four passes for
55 yards last year, Heggs
nabbed one for 25 yards and
Adams caught none.

Y

TENNIS TOUINAMENTS

II

Nov;'•. Intenned;ot. & Advon,ed Ploy

1::1.\.....

ELIGIBLE: All currently enrolled
STUDENTS. STUDENT SPOUSES.
FACUl TY/ STAFF & SPOUSES who have a currenf SRC
Use Card or pay the Tennis Entry Fee of $3.00
per tournament
IEGISTilATlON: Sign up with 10 at the SRC Information Desk. A $1,00 refundable forfeit fee is required to register.
A PIE-TOUINAMINT MUTING for all tennis tourna"ents will be held Tuesday. September 1. in room
158 of the Student Recreation Center,

~ SIU-C

EVENT
Singles
Doubles
Mixed Doubles

ENTIIESDUIE
Sept. 2. 10 pm
Sept. 16. 10 pm
Sept. 23. 10 pm

FALL '81 CIIAPnHOP
All workshops require advance registration. Registration begins
August 24 and ends Sept. 12. 1981. Craft Workshops start Sept. 14.
Individuals must purchase their own supplies for all workshops or pay
a specified lab f_.
Ceramic Workshops have a lab f_ of 56.30 for clay & glaze. The Wood
Shop lab f_ is $10.00 per semester for up-k_p of equipment, blades. belts, etc.
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Stadium stands' safety
questioned by officials
By Steve 1\lelllch
StaR Writer
When the football Salukis
come marching onto the field at
McAndrew Stadium for their
home opener Sept. 12, more
attention may be given to the
movement of the stands on the
east side of the stadium. Some
University officials are concerned about the safety or the
six-year-old steel bleachers..
An investigation to determme
the safetv of the east stands.
which can hold about 9.000
students, was conducted at the
Nov. 3. 19i9 game against Indiana State following police
reports that there was visible
"movement" of support beams
beneath the stands. Wiss.
Janney, Elstner and Associates
Inc.,
a
consulting and
engineering firm from Northbrook. conducted the study.
Its report. which cost $4.093.
said further studies were
needed.
The report didn't sucessfully
answer the safety question.
according to Allen Haake. SlUC's supervising architect.
"The study was inconclusive
because the stands weren't
filled and the crowd was

f:rSt~::';~s~ah:~e s:~~~ ~~~~

ducted since we haven't been

able to fill the east stands since
then."
According to published
reports. the unison bouncing or
students in the stands during
football games concerned
Haake. He said he found a
movement of "three to four
inehes"
during
an
investigation. Constant bouncing.
whic h does not happen since the
stands are not used all year.
could lead to the shearing or
breaking off of some connections beneath the stands.
according to Haake. Haake
said the stadium meets
required building and safety
cooes. According to Haake. the
stadium can support up to 167
pounds per square foot. which is
67 more than the suggested
level set by National Building
Code Regulations.
Haake said the question of the
stands' safety was brought up
again by Joe Yusko. university
risk management director.
"Since I'm in charge of the
University's insurance and
liability. I was concerned since
the report was inconclusive.
Large crowds are expected
during the football season and I
don't want to have any doubts
concerning the stands' safety."
Yusko said. "I definitely think
the stands are safe. but I want
to make sure that they meet all

the proper specifications."
Yusko became concerned
about the stands' safety after
112 persons were killed in the
July 18collapse or two overhead
walkways a t the Hyatt Regeocy
Hotel in Kansas City.
Clarence Dougherty. vice
president of campus services.
said the he is not in the positim
tomakea statement concerning
the stands' safety at this time.
"We are concerned and are
looking at the whole issue right
now," Dougherty said. "We are
trying to gather enough information as to whether the
stands are safe."
Haake said faculty members
from the School of Technology
are being consulted concerning
the situation.
Haake said
Engineers
Collaborative or Chicago. the
firm that constructed the east
stands in 19i5. is reviewing the
report. He expects a letter from
the firm confirming the stands'
safety sometime next week.
The engineer in charge of the
construction. C. James McDonald. said the letter was
mailed yesterday. He said the
firm found the stands to be safe
for use.
Dougherty said no action will
betaken this fall until a decision
is reached concerning the
stands' safety.
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Staff photo by Rich Saal
Wendy Welsh, a senior in special education, jogs on Ihe track in
front of the bleachers 011 Ihe east side of McAndrew Stadium
Thllrsday aftemeon.

Scrimmages may solve hockey problem
By Jim Cagle
S&aff Writer
Stu-C field hockey Coach
Julee IIIner compares this
year's team to the Salukis' Hln
team. She laces the problem 01
replacing defensive players and
the goalie. just as she did prior
to the '77 season.
But Illner and Saluki field
hockey fans have little reason to
despair. That 1!n7 team went aU
the way to the national.
"This team has a great deal of
similarity to the team we took to
the nationals," Illner said.
"We're going to be an
aggressive
offensive-minded
team, with veterans at all the
forward and link positions. AU
we have to do now is fiD the
defensive positions, and we've
got a number of quality players
to take them over."
IlIner will have her first
chance to see the Salukis in

action, Sunday at Wham Field,
as Stu-C wiD hold a scrimmage
tournament beginning at 11
a.m.
For the t.)urnament, the
SaluJris will be divided inlo , teams which wiD represent the

probable varsity and junior
varsity lineups. But unlike most
scrimmages where the team
divides and plays among itself,
the SIU I and Stu II teams will
not play against each other.
Instead. the Salukis will play
against three teams from the St.
Louis
Field
Hockey
Association: the Carbondale
Club, St. Louis Club and Sappington Club.
"The purpose of the scrimmage is to give aU the players a
chance to show what they can
do in a game situation." runer
said. "By bringing in the teams
from the St. Louis Association,
it should bring about a fiercer
sense of competition than when

YTJ~t&~~~~st ttO:~e1!~
feature a number of ex-Saluki
players, including IIlner's
coaching assistants Kenda
CUnnlngha ... and Mary Gilbert.
At the scrimmage. Illner wiU
unveil a 3-3-3-1 system designed
to increase the offensive
production of the links.
"My coaching philosophy has
always been that the best
defense is a strong offense,"
IlIner said. "The links are the
workhorses of the team because
they have both offensive and
defensive responsibilities. This
system should free them from a
lot of their defensive responsibilities and let them concentrate more on scoring.
"We have some potentially
high scoring links," she said.
"If they can come through with
more goals, we should have a
powerful offensive."
.
The three link positions will

be filled by Cindy Clausen. a
senior from Bloomington; Barb
Smith, a junior from EdwardsviUe; and Sharon Leidy. a
~~p':" p!':orrun:'ou;:,:s ':ti~~
hopes for Leidy despite the fact
that she didn't play at a link
position in high school.
Retllnling to the front line wiD
be forward Ellen Massey, a
junior from Farmer City who
led aD Saluki scorers last
season. Junior forward Cindy
Davis. Chesire, Conn., and
senior captain Peg Kielsmeier,
Mount Morris, will join Massey
up front.
The biqest question mark is
at sweeper. Vying for the yet
unclaimed starting position are
Dore Weil, a sophOmore from
Elmont N.Y.; Barb Donohue, a
senior from Ottawa. Canada;
and newcomer Nancy McAuley.
a freshman from TrombuU,
Conn.. McAuley has never

played the position before.
Completing the defensive
backfield will be halfbacks
Karen Tonks, a junior. and"'·

::'~fr:r:;uriio::

B:'mNj

The third halfback posilim will
be filled by one of the sweeper
candidates.
"Our season's success
depends on how weD last year's
subs and the freshman can fill
the holes in the backfield...
Wner said.
Sunday's
scrimmage
schedule is: SIU II vs. Car·
bondale Club, 11 a.m.; SIU I vs.
St. Louis Club, 11:30 a.m.:
Carbondale Club vs. Sappington
Club, 12 OOOD; SIU II vs. St.
LouisClub,12:30p.m.; SIU I vs.
Sappington Club, 1 p.m.:
Carbondale Club vs. St. Louis
Club, 1:30 p.m.; SIU II vs.
Sappington Club, 2 p.m., and
SIU I vs. Carbondale Club, 2:30
p.m.

Recruits, walk-ons fill
women's tennis roster
By Rod Furlow
Staff Writer
Two members of the SIU-C
women's tennis squad have
graduated. so Coach Judy Auld
signed three recruits and kept
two walk-ons this summer.
Debbie Martin and top singles
player Jeannie Jones both are
gone, but Auld has recruited
Amanda Allen and Heidi
Eastman, both from Galesburg,
and Alessandra Molinari of

SWeden.
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afternooll_ TIle tea.. opens the sea_ Sept- 8 at
lIoIne apball SIU·Edwanilville.

Allen and Eastman were high
school doubles partners at
Galesburg. where had a 52-6
mark. 1bey played a tough high
school schl!cfule, which included
several teams from Chieago,
said Auld.
"Heidi's the stronger of the
two, and Anaanda knows
doubles stategy,tt Auld said.

"You could say Heidi is the
power of the team and Amanda
is the fundamental player. Both
are very aggressive."
Instead of splitting them up to
possibly create two strong
doubles teams, Auld is planning
on keeping them together.
"They're familiar with each
other," said Auld, "and they
know what to expect from each
other."
The fact that Allen and
Easlman have been playing
together for 10 long may help
them at the coUege level, bUt
Auld admits that tennis at the
coJIe8e-leveJ is different than
hiIh sclIooI temis_
"You're DOt always pushed.
when you're good, in high school
matches," she said. "You're
almost always pushed in college
See TENNIS Pale 15
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Reception set for artist
Air Force wants to know why
minority cadets leave acadeDlY
By M*ew Roseadl.1
Ass. . . . Prew Writer

AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
Colo. (AP) - Cadet Cynthia
Willis is conf"Jdeul she will win
aD Air Farce commission next
Maya'" graduate near the top
of her class.
But by then, almost half of the
217 olber blacks, Hispa~'1ics,
IndiaDs a ... Asians who started
with ber in 1m will have ~ong
since deserted the U.S. Air
Force Academy.
Academy officials, disturbed
by tIriI IliIb rate of "miDority
attrition," bave launched an
intensive effort to find its
causes a'" remove them.
"We wanl to know what we
can do as aD iDstitution to hang
onto miuarity cadets, and we
want to be sure we're not doing
anything to drive them out."
said Maj. Ted Spencer. direct«
of the academy's Recruitment
and Retention Office.
The Air Force Academy. like
the nation's other service
academies. loses a substantial
percentage of each class. This
year's senior class, for in·
stance, is more than 40 percent
smaler than when it mustered
in three years ago.
But tbe cbaDce that cadets
from minority backgrounds will
leave Ibe academy before their
four years are up is even
greater, academy orficials said
in recent interviews.
Ll CoL Michael O'Connell,
academy statistician. said 47.7
percent of the minority cadets
in the class of 1982 have already
dropped out and more will
probably leave in the 10 months
until IJ'8claatioo. The dropout
rate (ar -monty cadets is
nIIIDIR about 38.6 percent, he
said.

At the Coast Guard Academy
at New London. Conn., 58
percent of the minority cadets
in the Class of 1981 drop~ out
before graduation while the
academy'S overall attrition rate
was 52 percent, a spokesman
said.
DespitE: its efforts to fight
minority attrition, Spencer
said, the Air Force Academy
has not pinpointed why 104 of
the 218 minority cadets who
started with Ms. Willis three
years ago have dropped out. but
he offered a theory popular
among his staff.

Non-minority cadets recorded a

38 percent attrition rate during

Of tbe four
service
academies, only tbe Air Force's
program
aimed
has a
specifically at retaining
minority cadels. Spencer said it
wasiolended to belp modernize
a system tbe academy
acknowledges was once racially
inequitable .
"WIleD we opened in 1955, the
only people goiog to service
academies were white men,"
Speaeer said.
8etweeD l!lS-when the first
minn, cadet. an Asian. entered tile Air Force Academyand 1_, the dropout rate f«
mindies wu 44 percent, with
Hispanics .... Indians at more
thanepera!llt. O'Connell said.

the period. he said.
The academy now has 715
minority cadets. roughly 15
percent of the 4,518 cadets in the
four classes.
The academy started actively
recruiting minorities in 1971 but
is still trying to sn-Ike a balance
between juaging the per·
formance of minority cadets
with lower standards or standing by as they fail because of
their backgrounds. Spencer
said.
"We want to be sure that if a
cadet doesn't make it, it is
because he wasn't qualified, not
simply because he is black oc
Hispanic or Chinese," he said.
To that end. Spencer
established the Office of
Minority Retention this summer and staffed it with Lt.
Raphael
Caraballo.
an
Hispanic, and two black second
lieutenants who graduated from
the academy last May. Craig
Jenkins and James Gess.
The three compiled a list of
190minority cadets who were in
dangf..'r of flunking or had said
they might drop out. One by
one, they are interviewing the
cadets and talking with their
professors and c!ldet commanders.
Minority cadet \\ith military,
PhYsical or academic problems
unrela ted to their backgrounds
have been referred to the appropriate counselors, Caraballo
said. Those having trouble that
appears to be speCifically
related to their minority
backgrounds have become
clients of the minority office. he
said

Clarence "Jaybird" Tanner,
an 87 year old primitive artist
will be present at a public
reception of his works, 6-8 p.m.
Tuesday in the University
Museum at Faner Hall.
Refreshments wiD be served.
Tanner's depictions include
images of trees. small houses«
cabins set amonll hills and
animals, birds or particular

Welcome Back Students

~

2_. . . . . . .1._...
.~kta.tSpeclal

Monday-Friday 7a.m.-4p.m.
Saturday-Sunday ea.m .... p.m.

"School systems in the
minority regions of the country
suffer from lack of everything."
Spencer said. "Many minority
cadets lack English and math
skills because they did not get
them in high school, and many
lack parental reinforcement to
go to college because most are
th.e first !teneration to do so""_

II......................"

.Isculta .......... GnaW}'

$1.1'

Offer good 8-24 through 8.30

Carbondal.

Old 13

Murphysboro

10

Pomona General
Store

Mil..

~

•
Alto
Pass

Take an old-fashioned country
drive to the 'orest. We are near
the Natural Bridge and Little Grand
Canyon.
Join us at the soda-fountain for
some old-time goodies. We have
natural foods. fruit juic.s. picnic

"We're not pretending to be a

cure-an," said Gess. "But we
think we can help them because
we come from the same
background and had the same
problems when we were at the
academy."
The U.S. Naval Academy at

people representing specific
individuals or experiences that
are part of Tanner's personal
past. He lives at RoyaltoD.
Admission to the exhibit.
which wiD be displayed in the
museum from Sept. I to Nov. 1.
is free and is open to the public
on weekdays from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and on Sundays 1:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.

supplies. herbs and the lEST sand\viches in tawn.

Or iust cam. and visit.

,t************~*
'" •••~*~~~~
'" '" '" '" '" ...*

Annapolis,
Md.,
hadpercent
an overall
attrition
rate
of 27
last
year, said spokesman Dennis
Boxx. Minority cadets' dropout . .
rates ranged from 22.8 percent "."
for Asians to 37.5 percent for IIf'
Indians, Boxx said.
The U.S. Military Academy at
West Point, N.Y., had aD "."
overall dropout rate of 36 IIf'
percent in the Class of 1981, with
minority cadets posting a 39.6
percent attrition rate, said
~~~::':
spokesman
AI",
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It's plain that Dixon, m., isn't Plains, Ga.
DIXON (AP) - It's been
nothing like the carnival atmosphere that im'aded Plains.
Ga., when Jimmy Carter was
elected president. but tourism
in Dixon. President Reagan's
boy hood home, has been steady.
if slow.
Townfolk in Dixon, and in
neighboring Tampico, where
Reagan was born, had hoped
that the election of one of their
own as president would bring
them fame. fortune and lots of
visitors.
In preparation. Dixon Mayor
George Linquist called the
mayor of Plains, Ga., to find out
what to expect But his caution
may have been unnecessary.

"I can't say there has been
any direct impact on Dixon
from Mr. Reagan's e·lection. We
had a lot of t'xpo!'ure in the
community. both sta tewide and
nationally. In the last two or
three months it has not been too
great," Linquist said.
Helen Nicely. who with her
husband, Paul. owns and
operates the Reagan birthplace
in Tampico. said the number of
visitors has failed to meet
expectations.
"But it has been picking up
the last two weeks," she said.
Although the tourist crunch
never happened, there has been
a steady stream of visitors to
the Rea~an homes in Dixon and

Tampico. In July. 3.100 signed
the guest register at the old
Reagan home on Hennepin
Avenue in Dixon.
But the visitors apparently
didn't bring much money. or at
least they didn't spend it in
Dixon. The city comptroller
said the city's sales tax
receipts, a measure of retail
trade. have not changed as a
result of the rise in tourism.
Many of the tourists are on
their way somewhere else and
are led to Reagan country by
signs on the highway.
Reagan's home in Dixon was
purehased by a non-profit group
that planned to restore the
house to the decor of the 19205.

Howard LeFevre. an IS-yearold volunteer who was stripping
the clapboard house of paint
and waUpa~er. said Reagan's
brother. Net!. visited the house
in July a nd the group restoring
the house tape-recorded his
comments as he toured the

Karen Solarz. Kathryn Sulski.
Math 110B with 188 students
participating:
James
Alexander, Starla Fitch. Laura
Umbright.
Math 111 with 152 students
participating: Steven Erwin,
John Hampel, Robert Jones.
Quy Loi, Bill Savage.
Math 114 with 97 students
participating: Pamela Gish,
David Green. Brad McClay.
Math 116 with 201 students
participating: Arawati Agus,
Zaharar Rlkar. Martin Goh.
Math 117 with 132 students
participating: Mohd Noor
Ibrahim. Dominick Richert,
t;banidah Wan.
Math 139 with 223 students
participating: Lisa Carlson,
James Hartlieb. Michael
Morrenzin.
Math 1-10 with 281 students
participating: Denise Jatho,
David Kaup. Robin Ludy,
Math 150 with 269 students
participating:
Mehmet

CLA••••" .
Anything of Gold
or Silver
'even broke" iewelryl

J&J Coins
823 S. III. 457-6831

h(lll!;e

Math· Department lists high scorers
The highest scores received
on final examinations given at
the end of the 1981 spring
semester have been released by
the Mathematics Department.
Approximately 2.840 students
participated in the 12 multisectional courses. Names of top
scorers in each course foUow
alphabeticaUy.
GSD 107 with 711 students
participating: Norshila AbduDah,Stan Anderson. Michelle
Boyd, Jody Determan, James
Finlev. Jamil Firdaus, Micheal
Frynizko. Kent Jepsen. EUen
Kruger. Juridah Mdrashid.
:'-iormawat Mohdhariff, John
)Irogenski, Misako Noguchi.
William Scully.
GSD 113 with 211 students
partic ip ati ng : Ka thy Lois
Backer. Carole Billingham.
Joan Breisch. Ellen Buechner.
Leigh Humphrey. Patrick
Sloper. John W. Wendt.
Math I lOA with 136 students
partic' ating: Sheila Martin.

We Urge you to
SHOP & COMPARE
WE PAY MORE for

~

•

The Epsicopal Church of

~~t~~~1J
W. Mill Street Across from Pulliam Hall
The Rev. David DeVore. Rector

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

Kadioglu: Abu Hassan Sahudin.
Mohd Azudin Yusof.
Math 250 with 239 students
participating: Donald Essner.
Yeon-Taik Kim. Heather
Niketas. Ralph PureeD.
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Weekday Services
Wednesday 5: 15 pm
Saturday 5: 15 pm

Sunday Services
8AM& lOAM

SUNDAY B.UNC"""\
10:30-2:00

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Homemade soup, salads, rolls, toppings,
drinks, desserts, fruits, fresh entrees and airplanes.

Southern Illinois Airport 549-8522

GRAND roURING AUTO CLUB
Presents an
AUTOCROSS

Graduate Student
Reception

also

ATSDRALLYE

Saturday, September 5, 10:30 am
Arena Parking Lot
Sunday, August 29, 12:00 Noon
Starting at the Arena Parking Lot

Sunday -August 30

2-5 p.m.

For more information Call 457-8482.
529-1328, or 1-985-4648

The Black Affairs Council
is holdine a reception in the
honor of Carl E. Officer, Mayor
of East St. Louis in the Student
Center Gallery Lounge.
There will be a dance
immediately following the
reception for those who attended
orientation.
BaliroomsA& B

7:00pm
S~nsoredbv

BAC&'SPC

Student Center Ballroom

FREE
*
*
*
*

TRANSPORTATION to and from Southern
Hills and Evergreen Terrace.

CHILD CARE service in BALLROOM A.
Provided by Rainbow's End Preschool

Come Out bring the FAMILY!
Meet key graduate campus and community
resources!

Don't Miss It!
SPONSORED BY IiRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL, fiRADUATE SCHOOL, AND THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
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Abused wOlDen turn to :murder,
create new legal questions
By Gary Langer
Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, N.H.- -July 14:
Ana Pelton. down to 88 pounds
from 120 and psychologically' 'a
piece of meat," is home with
her husband. Last night, she
mailed suicide notes to her son
and her sister. Now she's
pointing a .2:k:aliber Beretta at
her head.
"Go ahead," says her
husband, who's been cheating
on her for four of their 12
married years. "It'll save me
the cost of a divorce."
Mrs. Pelton turns the pistol
and shoots him nine times. She
reloads and fires four more
shots. He is hit in the head, the
chest-"all over the place," a
prosecutor says.
Mrs. Pelton. 45. is charged
with first·degree murder.
Today she is a patient at the
state mental hospital
"She's a hopeless case." says
her lawyer, Thomas Allison,
who related the incident. "She
doesn't know where she is. She
doesn't even know he's dead."
July 29: Priscilla Szeiog, 38,
mother of three. is home for a
day. She was hospitalized, for
depression, by her husbanddescribed in court by her
la wver as
"a
severe
reprehensible. cruel man wh~
physically.
morally and
emotionany abused her over a
long. continuous period of
time."
She is alone with him "no
more than five minutes and he
starts at it agai n," says the
lawyer. Frank Holland. A 20gauge shotgun roars once, and
Henry Szelog, hit in the chest, is
dead.

RoUandcalls the ease classic.
He says Szelog drove his wife to
an "irresistible impulse, a spur
of the moment mental
aberration wherein you really
lose control for a brief period of
time. never to do it again:'
When Mrs. Szelog goes on
trial for second~gree murder
in November, Holland wiD
argue that his client's actions
were justified.
Aug. 3: Superior Court Judge
Richard
Dunfey
hears
Catherine Kelley describe five
years of psychological abuse
from her ex-husband. She
recalls the scene last summer,
how he demanded $1,000 and

~n~~ii~o"<ui)x

I

oral sex in a paming lot before
she could visit their daughter.
how moments later she shot
him five times in the abdomen.
Dunfey sentences Mrs.

of utter hopelessness and all cj
a sudden a rage," Ms. Crawford
says.
Some people question if the
violence is that spontaneous.
Assistant Attorney General
K~~?~;:' ;oli:~:oh:'l~~stlte David Harringan wonders if
court to understand the mental last winter's pardon of a woman
abuse she had been put who killed her husband with an
through," says Ruth Scribner, ax "had anything to do with a
one of Mrs. Kellwy's lawyers. bunch of wives saying. 'Hey,
"A woman should not have to what the hell? She did all
walk into court with missing right. ..·
limbsand her head broken open
Richard Sebastian of the
to prove she has been University of New Hampshire's
provoked."
Family Research Laboratory
says the knowledge that batEach year in New Hamp- tered women who kill may be
shire, three or four men are able to defend their actions
charged with killing their might remove a deterrent to
wives. Police know of 324 cases murder.
of wife abuse last year, and
"J'm not sure it necessarily
counselors say that's just a encourages women," Sebastian
fraction of the real count.
says. "But fear of punishment
Some experts say that in- for crime is an inhibitory
creasing numbers of women are factor, and when people no
striking Lack at violent longer fear the factor, it's no
husbands-and more are using longer influential."
provocation as a defense in
court.
The defense has been raised
eLciewhere, with varying success: perhaps the most
celebrated case was that of
Francine Hughes of Dansville,
Mich., who was acquitted in
1977 of killing her sleeping
husband by pouring gasoline
under his bed and igniting it.
Testimony showed she had been
mentally and physically
brutalized for years.
"It i>n'tthe rightthing to dobut they're saying enough is
enough, and they're lashing
12pk
out," says Deanna Crawford ~
120z
Nashua's Rape and Assault
Cans
Committee.
.
Three New Hampshire
women bave been charged with
killina their busbands this
summer, compared to none in
1979 and one in 1980. Counselors
and Jawyers say the statistic
has refocused attention on
violence altainst women-and OIl
the tragic results when the
victims return the violence.
"The fear is incredible,'''.
6pk
Crawford says. ''The terror in
120z
their eyes is incredible. You're
NR's
exhausted everything: you've
utilized the courts and the
police. and you're still living in
total fear of being abused. What
we're seeing in these women i>
terror, absolute terror."
Some women allow the terror
to go on endlessly. In others,
something snaps.
"It's probably a combination

79
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OPEN 24HRS.
GAS

ICE-SODA-SNACKS-DELI
OVER 4000 GROCERY ITEMS
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Chen's Four Seasons
Restaurant
Highway 51 South Carbondale

Del Claus and Economical Lunches
1. Beef noodle

2. Chicken wings

3. Egg roll and fried rice

Starting Tu.s. Sept. 1
Dinner aft.r 5

.......,.....

1.15

'-turf...

Mandarin Clnd SlchUCIn Food.
~I... your own 1tot.1. & "rtner
Call for carry-out
Dllnee on our Pe"lU8t P"""'"

""'231

West Roads

'Westroods, more than just another liquor Store"
Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529·1221
Sale Good August 28-30

JII-

i

~j.

36•

,

Canadian Club

'Il'

Bacardl Rum

~
4 99 =
75Om'

Glacobazzl
150ml

21•

Red White

I)

.~

NOW

Designer
Coral Freeman

Murdole
Shopping Center

457-2642

Helneken

REMEMBER

Rt. 51 and Pleasant Hill
1/4 mile south of Arena

I

ROSES $1.50

Stroh's

75Om'

...V~.!

A rose Is a rose Is a rose •...
and they smell even sweeter

•

Lambrusco
Bianco* ROlato

Walker'. Deluxe
750ml

59.

~
.'

,~.•

,

,

Walker'. Vodka
150m'

37•

Kellar-Gelstar
750mI

17•

i-

p
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What's nextfor Marcia Webb?
Maybe command of a battalion

ZUCCHINI.MUSHROOM
STRATA
w/marinated Tomato Salad

$2.49

Muriel ADen
Student Writer

This Week's Spec: ..1
lunch or Dinner

No 9 to :; job will do for her.
"I don't like to do the same
thing day in and day out," she
adds firmly. "Actually, that
would bother me."
Capt. Marcia A. Webb, 39, an
SIU-C graduate and native of
Marion, is director of the Army

SOCCER CLUB
MEETING

R?~~~tni!t~~~:n:g~. I

have
overall responsibility for
everything from recruiting to
training to administrative
duties." Webb said.
According to Webb. the best
aspect of her job is working
with students on a personal
basis.
"In ROTC, we're not concerned with just the academic
life of the student," she said.
"We watch the cadet develop
management skills and experience. We work with the
overall concept of the cadet."
Webb was instrumental in the
development of the Army ROTC
unit at sm. "When we arrived
March 1980, we didn't have an
office, a title or even a phone,"
she said.
Webb volunteered and was
selected for her current
assignment. She came to SIU
from an assignment at the Capt. Mareia A. Webb: "TIle Army Dleets Diy needs,"
University of San Francisco as
an assistant professor of
"The only people who can go like to command a battalion.
military science.
directly from the civilian world
"Now I'm concentrating on
". felt it would be a wonderful to the Army now are doctors, my next assignment," she said.
opportunity to start a new lawyers and nurses," she said. "ru finish out the scbool year
program at my alma mater and "The Army meets my needs here and then move on to a
to serve the Army," she said. and desires. I like to travel, different type of duty."
Currently. there are ap- meet new people, have job
"That's another great benefit
proximately 30 cadets enrolled security and serve my coun- of the Army. There's always
in the Army ROTC program; try."
something new and different
six are female. Webb says she
As for the future. Webb would around the corner."
has experienced no problems
with m ale cadets respectiDg her
authority.
"Cadets feel that any officer
in a leadership position is
qualified to be there, and they
treat me as any other officer,"
she said.
Webb received a bachelor's
degree in Engli.sh from SIU in
1963. Prior to entering the
Army, she was the assistant
controUer of the National Shoe
Buying Department at the
headquarters of Sears. Roebuck
•
and Co. in Chicago.
Based on her experience in
the civilian working world,
Webb received a direct comIn your choice of Jll-derjuljlavors.
•
mission as a first lieutenant in •:
_.J
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•••
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Concert to feature

bluegrass music
A concert featuring various
local blul!gt'ass musicians will
be presented in Turley Park. 7
p.m. Saturday.
Tbe concerts, wbicb are
presented the last Saturday of
each month from May to
September, have featured
bands such as the Pyle's Fork
String Band, Cake's AU Dough
Boys, Idle Hands Band and
many other local favorites.
Tbeconcert is preceded by an
informal afternoon jam at 4
p.m.
possibly
featuring
bluegrass, folk and old time
music.

SOUIAwa........
FoundIItIon presents:
Psychic Science Seminar
Psychic Readings

Healing Workshop
Ramada'nn
Carbondale. III
August 29th 4 30th
12-6 pm
$2.00 Admission Charge

MUBAU

i s::o ICE CWM STDU

•i

i

~"

~ ~'fir 1

"~_/
Friday, Aug. 28,1981
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Topics: 1) Intercollegiate Games
2) Practices
3) Fund raising Proiects
EVERYONE IS WELCOMEII
For more informotion call Roy Inglis,
549-16n or 536-5531

OJaie
Mf,gine$~

20%
~CH~urJ~
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457-522~
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Your ArtCMved representative will be on campus soon to show you the
latest in class ring designs. With dozens of stytes to choose from. you'll be proud to select
your one-of-a-kind design. Just tell us what you wanL And be on the
lookout for posters on campus to get you where you wanL

~.
:·~UftiYel"iIY

Aug. 31-Sept. J, JlRIQ\MQ -) i

-

. vOOlllO'.

STUDENT CENTER
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Funds to widen
street could be
a year away

MAURICE BUCHANAN TURNED
DOWN A BASKETBALL SCHOlARSHIP
FOR AN ARMY ROTC SCHOlARSHIR

Rut c\'en It \,~lll .1,n [\\1Jl ~.nl·

'Ilnl"\\ ( [It't,,,!t,,,1 h I ~\ 1 h'

By Bob Bonduraat
l'1. 1Ilc'l!t.'

Staff Writer

I I1Ic'\.· ... ie. .i hI ~t·t rh.H tL";~II.·'

.b .ltl R~ 'T(: ,a,lt·l.
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h.wl·.1 h,h .Itref !.!:T.hlll.lth'D :\n.. l,h,u-..

Motorists forced to cope with
the bottleneck on West Main
Street between Old Main and
Oakland. have faith. Relief
may be one more lane away.
though it will be at least a year
before it becomes a reality.
A design report detailing a
plan to relieve congestion is
nearly ready to be sent to state
transporta lion officia Is for
approval. according to Illinois
Department of Transportation
Planning Engineer Ted Jennings.
If approved. the project could
be funded by next July at the
earliest. though Jennings was
unsure whether funding could
"It's
come that early.
anybody's guess." he said.
The proposed widening will
replace the one lane of eastbound traffic with two, with
additional modifications at the
intersection of Oakland and
Main eliminating left turns at
the intersection. The right hand
lanes would be used exclusively
for right turns.
In order to add a left turn lane
on Main "they'd just about have
to buy the Burger King,"
located on that corner. according to Carbondale Public
Works Director
Edward
Reeder. He said that any attempt at adding the lane would
be "cost prohibitive:'
Without the left turn lane.
only a triangle of property will
need to be acquired. Reeder
said.
At a public hearing on the
project held July 9. Jennings
detailed the plan for area
residents.
With
the
bottleneck
eliminated at Oakland. Jennings antici~ated that traffic
flow would IDcrease by 1,500
cars on Walnut Street. from the
4.800 cars that presently use the
strePt.

..........
.....
-AT"'''a..,.....
.....
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Prepare Far:

S.I.U. MEDICAL
ADYANCI STANDING
PLACEMENT EXAM
TO 8E OFFERED
IN CARBONDALE
THIS FALL
Voluminous home study notes on all
areas 01 baSIC sCIence.
Teaching tests accompanied by comprehenSIve teachIng tapes to be used at
any 01 our tape centers.
Materials constantly updated.
Over 40 years 01

elperience and
success
in t h l ~-+f.
Ileidoltest
preparaloon.

MPIAN
EDUC."OtIAl
CEIiTEI

INTERESTED STUDENTS
CAll

54t.7".
FOR INFORMATION
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For further information
about Army ROTC, visit the
Dept. of Army Military Science
in Bldg. T·40, located between
Faner Hall and Morris Library
or call us at 453·5786.
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Succeed
in business.

"It"s a lot easier \\ith a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business pn.blems."
Touch a few :,peciaI ke.\-:' on tht.':-;e Texa:,
In:,trument:, caleulatol'~. thE.' TI Bu:,ine:,:,
Anah,:,t-Ir"and ThE.' ~IRL and lel1l..>tbtimE.'~value-of-money pl'obll'm:-; :,ud;leni~·
aren't lengthy an~more.You can automatically C'dlculate profit
margin~. foreca.4

:-;all':' and l'al1ling':' and pl'11i Il1n :'tat i:,t it':'.
And pt'lIhk'm:< with n'pl'titiw'eak-ulation:<
ctl'l' a pil'el' (If ('ake fill' thl' )1 BA. :Jl'l"IlI:'l· it:..;
prl),b.'1clmmabll'.
Thl':'E' cctlculator~ mean bu:,ine~~. ~U1d what
they give you is time-time to grasp Wlderlying
business concepts, while they handle the number crml(:hing. To make it e\'en ea...;ier. each
cal('ulator rome~ \\ith a book \nitten e~pecially
for it. which ~how~ you how to make u~e of the
rall'ulator'~ full potential.
The Bu~ines~ Analv~t- II and MBA bu~ine~~
calculators from Tex~ In~t1~ents.1\\'O~.~
ways to run a sucee~ful bu~me~s maC;
jor. \\ithout running yom'self l'agged_
l:..:/

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

Red Cross blood
drive seek8 600

unit8 in two day8
By Uoivers.y News Service

-Campus CBriefs-University Christian Ministries will sponsor a worship service for
late risers from 1 to 1:45 p.m. Sunday in the Student Center River
Room. This week's theme will be "Is College Really Worth It?"
U:C.!W. is a campus ministry representing the Presbyterians,
DiSCiples, Brethren and United Church of Christ. Everyone is
welcome to participate. For information about other U.C.M.
programs, contact Rev. Theodore GiU, pastor, at 54~7387.

Joe Ragsdale is looking for
people who will shed blood for a
good cause.
J:le's n~t advocating violence;
he s 100kDlg for people willing to Wea,:ings ~ the Shaw~ Weavers' Guild will be on exhibit daily
donate blood when the starting Fnday and ending Oct. 1 at the carbondale Park District'~
American Red Cross blood- Hickory Lodge at 1115 West ~icamore in Carbondale. Hours wiD be
mobile makes its next appearance Wednesday and from 8:30 a.m, to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Lodge wiU
be closed Sept. 7 in observance of Labor Day.
~:LUZday, Sept. 9 and 10, at
"We'd like to get 600 units The HopeweU Baptist Church in Carbondale will have its morning
duri~~ tJ:le two days they're worship service at 11 :30 a.m. Sunday in Kiethley Chapel at camp
here, said Ragsdale. assistant Turley near Colp. The church's annual picnic will be held after the
director of risk management service. Transportation provided by the church will leave there at
for the University. "That's a 10:45 a.m. and will leave Camp Turley at 5 p.m. Interested persons
~:tt~::!hif~1, but I hope we may contact Rita Cavitt at 529-3975.
He said the bloodmobile will
be open between 11 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. both days in Student

Ielwooel Staill. .

Horseltackrlcllng & Trail .entl...
Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sunday 12p.m.-5p.m.
Stable located ~ 112 miles south of
Carbondale off of Old Hwy. 51

The American Baptist Students wiD be sponsoring their annual
"back to school" steak cookout at the New Life Center, 913 S. Illinois
Ave. at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. A donation of $2.50 is suggested to help
cover the cost of food. Reservations must be made. Those interested
may call John Herr at 549-7387. U no one answers, call 549-2484.
Everyone is invited.

Center Ballroom D. Anyone in
good health between the ages of
i7 and 65 can give blood. Persons older than 65 who wish to
donate must present a
statement from a physician Th~ S~ Soccer Club will have its first meeting of the year at 7 p.m.
approving the donation, he said. ~nday In ~oom 158 of the Student Center. Topics for discussion are
Volunteers from the SIU-C
Annuitants Association will lRterco~legl~te p.mes, practices, and fund-raising activities. Inassist the Red Cross staff formabon .15 available from Roy Inglis at 54~1677 or 536-5531.
Everyone 15 welcome.
during the blood drive.
Ragsdale said the University
personnel office will mail let- The SIU Women's Rugby Club is sponsoring a car wash from 9 a.m.
ters and appointment cards to to 5 p.m .. Saturday at Penney's Auto Center in the University Mall.
campus staff SOOIl. People who There Will be a ctmrge.
don't receive letters can make
appoinlments to give blood by The Network, a 24-hour I!hone counseling service for Jackson
calling the personnel office at County. is recruiting new volunteers. Trairung sessions will be of453-5334.
Even though the drive is fered for persons interested in volunteering from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
coordinated by the University's Saturday and Sunday at the Jackson County Community Mental
personnel offICe, students and Health Center, 804 East College SI. The only qualification is a desire
area residents are "more than to bel~ others. More information is available from Judy Roth.
welcome" to give blood supervisor of Network, at 5&3351.
Ra~smd.
'

Can

You
This?

- - - - - - - ( A STRAIGHT U N E ) - - - - - - -

Yes?_ No?- Maybe?Whether you prefer drawing lines. sketching. or painting
we have an of the materials you'll need.
We carry a wide variety of art supplies.
You can find everything from pencils and brushes to
pastels and paints right here.
And it's dR brand name merchandise like: Grumbacher.
Winsor & Newton. PeRkan. and more.
We also give an 10" discount to S.I.U. students.

(I)

.-nIII._

QRtCI._S1IES
.......

101 E MAl\! P.O. lOX 3676 CNIIIONDALE. l 62Q()1
451-0311 997-1I0Il

Weekend Happenings
Frlcl.y H41ppy Hour 3-1

"
~

_cew.

1'ozDrafts

70_

1!!iiiiii!~!ii!!i!OO"!!iiii!i!!l

Gin & 'Ionic

R&B

...

Fri & . ., N.,hls

The Legendary

Skid City Blues
White Hot Rock'n Blues

Sunclay NI,ht

Herbert A. Krauss
Memorial Benefit
Doanapen at6M,,*S_ ate

M....cal '.Ien' DoM'N lay:
Katie and the Smokers-Riff Raff
Gus Pappelis Jazz Band
Skid City Blun Band
.2........... o-,.the
........ A. K~LI.U. -...elcho..........
Staff is donating
Musicians donarinl
Tbne Be Tips
Time

Special
.,. Sp....rall.
--------~--~---.---"-PItY Hour"~ 1-7
Sponsored By

Sigma Epsilon
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OFFICIAL SIU
One stop and you
are ready
for classes
MORE
School Supplies

MORE·
Art Supplies

MORE
Drafting Supplies .

MORE
Free Parking
SPECIAL HOURS:

AUG. 24 IMRU AUG. 2t

MOM-tHUD 1:11-1:•
... & SAT 1:"5:.

REGULAR HOURS: Mon-Sat 1:30-5:31

BOOK~
710-.. .....

TEXTBOOKS
If saving money
is your bag •.•

MORE
t

USED

BOOKS
FROM

710

BOOKSTO~....
Supplies

Official S.l.U. Textbooks,

STORE

Be Sure You
.Have Our Bagl I
.

Ddj EcJptiu. AtIPIl .. l1li, . . . . .

Telpro is hands-on ,nedia production
By La.ra W.
SladeD& Writer
"Hit cart! Crack mike! Fade
up on camera one and cue
talent! " These television
director commands are given

rv~h~:::'Y8n~~~ns~:.SIU.
The commands. in order.
mean: start the tape cartridge
machine, turn on the mike.
gradually fade in a picture 00
the blank television monitOi
screen by using the piclure thaI
camera one is focused on
(camera one may be one of up
to four cameras in the studio)
and cue the actors to perfonn.
The director and his or her
loyal technical crew are
studenls involved with Telpro. a
non-profit, sru.c student·run
radio and television production
company. Telpro works with

the facilities of the wsru radio
and television broadcasting
service.
Thomas Von Berg, executive
producer of Telpro, said as
many as 80 students write,
produce, direct and perform for
the company.
These productions for wsru·
TV are 30- or ~ond public
service announc~ments, or
news and spot promotions that
are televised on Channel 8 and
other local television stations in
Southern Illinois.
"If hitting the big time means
being seen by aU your friends on
television, then Telpro is a way
of.doing just that,"VonBerg
said.
Even though the air time for
these productions is only 30 or
60 seconds. it takes two or three
pre-production hours of work
and then four or five in-studio

Man plead8 guilty in dog 8hooting
.' William Phillips, the Cobden
man charged with killing a pet
golden retriever, plead guilty to
the charge of criminal damage
to property valued under $150 at
a hearing held Wedesday
morning in Union County.
The charges stem from an
incident in which the dog
belonging to Elizabeth Streeter,
the student attorney at SIU-C,
wauhot and later died. Phillips

told police he thought the dog
was a stray. The shooting oc·

curred Aug. 15 at Blueberry Hill

Farm near Cobden.
Phillips Willi placed on
probation for one year and
ordered to tum in aU his
firearms to the eourt. He was
also ordered to pay $2W to
Streeter as restitution for
veteriroary biDs and an additional S50 in court CClSts.

Something special is
coming to

I

S U EMPLOYEES
CREDIT UNION
watch this ad and your moll
box for details

Hours
Lobby

1217 West Main St.

Carbondale, II. 62901
(618) 457-3595

Drive-up

M-Th 9...
'''':30
Fri. 9-6
8-6:00
Sat. 9-Noon 8-Noon

........,

production, hours of work,
VonBerg said.
"The Whole idea behind a
student-run organization is to
get students involved and to let
them see how it wiD be after
they graduate and get a job in
television production. The job of
the board members is to help
the other members !lain hands·
on experience. "VonBerg said
Membership mcluoes 10
board members and ap·
proximately 70 students.
BiU Beauchamp, operations
manager,
is
primarily
responsible for making sure the
whole organization is run
properly and successfuUy, said
VonBerg. Students run the
organization by raiSing and
allocating funds, instructing
studio operation, and setting
rules to abide by.
Tel~ro
is
the
only
orgamzation of its kind in the
nation.
Therefore, SIU-C
students are getting a little
more out of their education than
students who attend other
universities with a radio and
television program.
"Students here at SIU treat
Telpro with respect and a very
professional attitude. Any
production the organization
undertakes is done with the
thought in mind that the
production will be 'air quality'
when it's done." said Von Berg.
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••wOpen

Sa 'Jan~ Wm./J 0/ Beaut"
Creahve UnIsex Hairstyling

FREE Hal' ' ....tm.nt
e Hair Shaping
Call Sadie or Janice

s.9·0673

with Chemical Relaxer

eCoId Wave
203 E, Main C'dal.
Benning Squa,..

Appt,orWalk·in
Hours,8·6M,Sot

Farmer's Market
OF CARBONDALE
Welcomes Back Students
WITH 10% OFF on Special Items
SATURDA YS

lam to Noon

Rt.51 and Grand Ave.
Near the S.I.U. Overpass

LOST Of paMINO
aclOSS THI ••••

'reck.

PUBLIC NOTICE
DIRECTORY INFORMATION
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT CARBONDALE
Under the Unw.nlty policy on the a..... of student Infannafton and Public low
93310 . . ..-ncIed. the ""~ ..... make --'bIe to ..., penon _temol fa
the ""'--"' "dlNC1CM'y lllfon'l'lC'tton" concemlng a student. unless that student notifies
.... Office of AdntI..1ons and a.anIs that he or .he objects to the ....... of such
Infannatton. Dfrwctory infannattor. .. considelwd to be public In nature and will be
released at any time upon req....t without prior approve" from the student. Notice
Is therefore liven ttIot directory information listed below In respect to each .tudent
enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carl»ondole will be available to any penon
unless the student 'lies In wrlftnl with the Office of Admissions and aecords a
request to rettrict re. . . . of .tudent directory Infonnotlon to .xtemaISOUrce5.

Fight Inflation Dellclous'y

.............

With the Whopper-

---'

When you bite into a Whopper, you know you're into the
big burger that's the greatest. The one that's flamebroiled not fried, juicy not dry. Only Burger King makes
the Whopper. Cut out the coupon and get your two
Whoppers at one dollar off regular price.
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. . . . . .·11
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The Un'-sity ... designated as directory information the following .tudent information:
Student name.
Student local odd,... and ~ number.
Studenttt-odd,... and ~ number.
Date-of·blrth.
Current ....... hours carried.
Classification ('rethrnan. taphomare••k.).
Academic unit.
Major.
DeNs of attendance.
Degrees and honors eorned and .....
The moet previous educotIonol agency or Institution attended prior to enrollment
at Southern illinois Unw.nlty.
Particlpotton In officially recagnincl activity or Iport and weight, height and plcturet
of .......bers of athletic ......
Picture.

Arttt student enrolled for the foil s.m..... who does not wish to ....". ,........any or all of the at-. I..IM Items of Information should contact. In person. the .
OffIce of Admillions and It. . . . Woadv Mall Iw Thundow. SeDt.3. 1911. StucIetm
who elect 10 NItrict ....... of student Infonncrtion must ............... to that
effect. The .-..triction on the release of student - Inforlnotio... will be wild unftl
s..,t.mbar 1. 1912. and must be ,.......
each Fall s.m.ter.

annual.,

Students who wish to "'"' or corNet the existing .tvct.nt cHrectory Informotion
must 0110 contoct In person. the OffIce of Admilllons onct . . . . . Woody Holl•

Paid by th. Office of Admissions cI Records

By Do~' McLe~ ,

make up for federal budget
cutbacks," said Brian O'Connell. president of Independent
WASHINGTON lAP) - The Sector.
country's private charities said
Independent Sector is an
Thursday they stand to lose umbrella
organization
more than $18 billion over the representing most of the
next four years because nation's
public
service
President Reagan's tax cuts organizations,
will give the wealthy less inThe income loss projected for
centive to make contributions.
"This unintended but un- private charities and public
service
organizations foUows a
fortunate side effect of the
broader tax bill could weaken study, released by the same
many of the very voluntary group last spring. which conorganizations the president and cluded that cuts in the federal
the public are counting on to budget would take away $21.3
Associated Press Writer

Tax cuts may ('ut
desire of wealthy
to help charities

billion.
With the $18.3 billion e)pected
to be lost because of the tax
package. the total loss in
charitable giving will total 545.6
billion through 1984. O'Connell
said.
Reagan's budget projections
had assumed that some of the
cuts made in federal support for
social service programs. the
arts and similar areas would be
made up by private philanthropy.
Instead, O'Connell said.
private philanthropy and the

services it supports are caught
in a "triple whammy"
"Federal program support
has alreadv been cut. contributions are now projected to
go down and all this at a time
when everyone is looking to
these same organizations to
expand
their
services. "
O'Connell said.
The new study says that while
charitable giving will go up
slightly, it will grow at a conSiderably slower rate than it
would have under the old tax
law,

TUBIYTOO
II COMING TO THI
IIUCAMPUII

-Dad. if I had a TUBBY TOO caJ'd I wouldo·t
have to ask you foJ' money."

-Now, Automatic Banking is coming
to the SIU campus in the Student Center~
The University Bank of Carbondale first
introduced 24 hour banking
to Carbondale and is now going on campus
for added customer convenience.
Sign up now and use TUBBY 24 hours a day
and TUBBY TOO at the Student Center.

univerSltv conk d cor tc)ndo Ie

ItrifIgMg

'ou .... fdN. '" b • •

/ng

MEMBER FDIC
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'Don't make your mail look for you'
Carbondale postmaster
Hubert Goforth offers these tips
to assure problem-free mail
delivery to SIli-C students
living away from home this fall:
Let your home post office
know your college address as
soon as possible. All your frrst
class mail will be forwarded
without charge.
Get a free change~f-address
kit at the post office. Use it to let
your correspondents know your
new address-especially

newspapers. magazines. clubs
and other regular mailers.
If you move during the school
year. notify the post offiCes at
home and at school. as well as
your correspondents.
If you have a separa~e
mailbox at your residence.
make sure it's identified with
your name. II you live in an
apartment. fraternity. sororitJ
or rooming house. have a clear
understanding where your mail
is to be distributed. Do not use

SIU as your address.
During holidays and recesses.
you may arrange with the post
office to hold your mail: or have
the post office forward first
class mail to your temporary
location.
When the school year is over.
notify the post office of your
next address.
Goforth said the basic rule to
remember is "don·t make your
mail come looking for you_

Happy Hour 11-6

Gin & Tonic
ENJOY CARBONDALE'S
FINEST SPEEDRAILS

Quickl Corne Meet Usl

AND FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

THE FOLKS AT DICOR PHOTO, "SOUTHERN ILLlNOIs'MOST
COMPLETE CAMI:RA STORES" WANT TO MEET !S2Y BEFORE
THE SEMESTER STARTS SLIPPING PAST.

Friday Afternoon

Friends

WE WANT YOU TO GET TO KNOW US;THE SERVICES WE
OFFER, OUR BROAD SELECTION OF GOODS, OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT POLICY, AND OUR COMPETITIVE PRICES.

CcmeM_tU.1
The lightweight
35mm pocket
cameras with big
camera features!

...........
Canon

SURE SHOT

Fbi,,_
1IIll _ _ _'

• ,l\uto-j;OCUS"yOUrsutltKltSlMaySSIWO

Friday Nite

BRING IN YOUR STUDENT 1.0.
AND RECEIVE OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD ENTITLING
YOU TO A 10" DISCOUNT
ON FILM. BATTERIES, PAPER,
CHEMISTRY, AND MOUNTING
SUPPLIES.

\~iiJ~
114(~E.'~

rorthell~1

• Auto-'N,rOng- 4.rnotOtadvanc:~the flfm
aher eacn Sf'WJt $0 yOU r. ;JhffaY$ ready ro

snooraqaanl

lIIinolla

• Built tn, ~~Ug Flash- lor ao1om~
ShOOtIng ,nCIOOtS. 100~

OLYMPUS

~ndll&?J
WeIghIng m at I'We more than
7 oz. and only .1·,2:',">1:."
they're abou. the .,ze of a pack
of CIgarettES Yet. thev produc:e
the Quahty you eKpect at a bIg
camera ·.,jth 01, "'pus sophls·
tl~at,on. Never be caught Without a 35mm camera again
• XA has rangeflnder focusmg.
35mm F2.B 6·element lens
WIth Internal fOCUSing,
aperture prtorlty automatIon
w'th manual averrtde
• XA2 IS fully programmed.
w'th focus-free setting and
needle-sharp 35mm F3. Slens
• Both feature fe;jther·touch

shutter release for shake-free

phcIos.
• Both prtl\/Ide automatIc flash
e>cp0sure5 WIth the A·ll Flash.

SALE

.138
~

-

=--~

-

9pm-l:30am
Saturday Nite

.~~"""YI.

-

\,

CANON AE.l
o.ow
w/SO""f1.1

,

-I

$238

Canon
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR
CANON WITH THESE IMPottTANT ACCESSORIES

'IIi

9

"

o.oot\M

SHOW

anddear l
eAt.fo-e.oosure-CIo4AfyotDngN..l!acl!USIS

NO COVER

OW

-1:30am

2tI f2.................,s.
28 12.8.............. 1119
3512.8.•••.••••••••.. 1 ..

85 .1.7.............. 1129
135 13.5.............. 1 ..

135 12.8.............1 99*
200 f•.O............. 1119*

50 13.5 MelItO...... 11W
100 f4.0 MACRO: •••. S27'r
75-200 200M ••••• : .•• 12.9·
ManacuIarC_....... IW

btT"beSetll ...... ..
Pov-..., Grip Set.••.••• 1 79*
Wind.r D en G .••..... I lot
132x FlASH, .......... 154
320x FLASH........... I 99

XG-lcHltOME

wlf2.0 LENS......

XG-MCHIIOMI

$209

wlf2_0 LENS••••••

$249

XD·ll CHROME

$36

w/f2.0 LENS......

9

NIKKOR LENS

SAL• •
105- 12.5............ $249·

135m.. 13.5.......•.... $139·
1. . . . .2.1.............. $199-

200- 14.0............ $259·
MODEL K EXT. TUBES. $39·

2"- Pl.................. $ 159
2&- 12.1............... $114
35m.. 12.1•.••.•.•....•.... $84
100.... ' •. 0 MACRO •• $249·
135- 12.1.............. $139
135- 13.5.............. $104

:zoo- ' '.0.............. $ 164

Weekend Special
H:y. '3(W..tMof"r •

iO

I<

f

•

X!,l
f#
t

·EXTRA SPECIAl SAlE PRICES
UWlB) 10 STOCk.CJN.HAND
EXT. TUBE SET M••••. $39.
AU. WE PRICES END So!oL 5. ' .
ALTON, BELLEVILLE.
GRANm: CITY, COLLINSVILLE
AND CARBONDALE-·"SOUTHERN ILLINOIS'
MOST COMPLETE CAMERA STORES."

PHOTO

Jack Daniels
75c
TRY OUR DELICIOUS LUNCH
SPECIALS
YIDIOGAMIS

OPEN lOAM

TV special on 8m to be aired
"Missil'll in Partnen;hip: The
southern Illinois University
svstem," a 3D-minute television
feature on the SIU system, will
air at 8:30p.m. Thursday, Sept.
Ii. on stations WSIU-TV in
Carbondale and WUSI-TV in
Olney.
Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw
narrates the production. which
was videotaped on the campuses at Carbondale. Edwardsville, East Sl. Louis,

Phi Kappa
luncheons
open Tuesday
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
will open its 1981-82 series of
monthly luncheon meetings
Tuesday, when George Brown.
director of honors opportunities, will speak to
members on the topic "contradiclory perceptions." The
meeting will be in the Corinth
Room of the Student Center.
The SIU-C chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi is beginning its 26th
year on campus, having
celebrated its silver an-

~~~r~~:?asl:::iaW!~n~f ~~~

Kappa Phi ,freely translated,
"Let the love of learning rule
mankind") was the first honer
society to recognize superior
scholan;hip in aU fJeldsof study
and to take into membership
the highest-ranking students
from any branch of learning.
At SIU-C, members of Phi
Kappa Phi are chosen from
both the undergraduate and
graduate student body on the
basis of academic aChievement.

Old opera house
will be concert haD
FRANKFORT. West Germany
(AP) - This city's old opera
house, wrecked by allied
firebombs in World War n and
dubbed the nation's most
beautiful ruin. will reopen as a
concert hall Friday after more
than 10 years of reconstruction_
City officials said the "Alte
Oper," built in 1880 and
dedicated to "the true. beautiful
and good." cost an estimated
$64 million to rebuild-twice the
original estimate. Frankfort
citizens donated about $6
million.

Alton and Springfield.
The featUre addresses the
University's role in responding
to a wide range of social issues,
including population changes.
inflation. dwindling productivity, energy and the standard
of living.
Teaching. research and

LIQUOR MART
wan & Walnut (Eastgat. Shopping Center)

EVERYONE WELCOME!

N

D

54'-5202

Bud'I!!

..", ,llt~
,!V
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"-c.

~ ,_
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99

C
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16PAK

-

CANS

HeavenVOlt
Hili
••

JACK DANIELS I
Black Label

. '299
'/IJ!Ii!;!

.. ,-..

'77'!'!

750ml

,

_~~'Home

~of

ONLY

IIml;t4!YJ

Sui,. & AcceIsorles

'3

31%OFF

WKtGnlup .. O"" .... s:t

&.stD's

6lDS.llhnoll(NuttoGcmbp)
M-1et9:3D-5 '
!M9-dl

69
6PAK

Non-Ret. atls.

Wine Tasting

.....

DIIIGNI. JIANI

Satunlay. 1.5 pin

MOIIII

.%-11%

~
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.
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...........-.,...
...............
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....,'1tin.n.I.

Tuesday, September 1
7:45 pm New Life Center

S··
A

• • •fP.atpr~

SPEEOO~

~

U.S.A. Group 152
General Meeting

community service activities
are discussed by Shaw and
several faculty. students. staff
and area residents.
The production. which was
completed this summer. was
written by the University News
Service and produced by the
Broadcasting Service.

THE WINE STORE.

All

off the .....lar price
• Klein
• Sa••on
• Jordachee Bon Jour
• Chic
• Levis
• Vanderbilt

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

.

.Ball'Gglo

Soft, fruity,
Delicloull

'2~,

Kegman

RHINILANDIR

'399 :-~
Kellergeister
'1
99
~
+ Dep

2..·12 oz Ret.

.

~'-

, . ~\O.."

a~"

.
750ml

Riunite
LAIMMIICO

'2!!

,

German

Import

,'&4
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Friday's puzzle

Higher ed costs
outstrip SUppOM,

U.1. leader sa,s
ACROSS
1 Revealed
& Casa area
10 Short race
14 Gnteextreme
unctiOn
15 Slender
16 SheIt_ard
17 POlntfng out
19 ScottIsh
waterfall
20 01 milk
21 Most inane
23 Small

54 Stupid one

57 Curve

59 Unkempt
~

61 Water:
2 .-ords
64 Ink remover
67 FlulCl rOCk
68 Singer
10 AntiqUllt
71 Very bad
12 Buddhist

gateway

13 Work table
74 Not living
25 Pass away 75 .. - - of
26 Marshal at
robin...."
DOWN
WaterlOo
1 DippIw
21 In lavor of
29 RaClio rOle 01 2 Christie or
bo¥'. booIl.
Old
Kar.nlna
18 SIwewcI_
31 Sternward
3 For. crop: 22 Direction
33 Word in rpm
2.-ord.
24 Set ~
34 Latvian.
4 ArlSfOCtecy 27 Support
36 Pep inducer
5 - point
28 c..Ino CIty
40 SIngles
Super jilt
30 ~11Ore
42 Below: Poet. 7 Box. and
32 PuR beIIind
44 HaCI on
Arab c.IIpfI 35 LaCICISr.,.".
45 ep.nings
8 Enr8gIICI
37 La81*111in:
47 Abrupt
9 MiSs Earh8tt
3 wordS
49 Cargo unit
10 SaJvador 38 Met..
SO - blanket
11 Strange
38 CoIn
52 Topmast
12 Horse 41 Do damlng
53 Insect
13 Author of
43 Doctor

monkey

e

... Urge 1811.
... In proportion:
2 wordS

51 Went over
54 MNI course

55 SarIno

56 Cements
58 ~

eo TruncfIeon
82 T....
63 LMnIl·.....

es GeaIogic
pertocItI
ee T_ wildly

89 -

Glory

CHAMPAIGN
(AP)
Students will pay higher tuition
at state universities because the
schools' costs are rising faster
than tax support of the in·
stitutions. the chanceUor of the
University of Illinois says.
"I am deeply concerned
about the rising cost of higher
education for the students. but I
see no other possibility for the
immediate luture. -- Jonn
Cribbet said Thursday.
He said innation had pushed
up aU the costs of operating a
coUege or university in Illinois.
as weD as in the rest of the
nation.
"Public support is not
keeping pace with these rising
costs because the state faces
:!:rJ~~itt:~~ems in aU areas,"
De5pite
the
economic
problems, Cribbet said the
Univ.ersity of Illinois will
continue programs to attract
and help minority students and
those from poor families.
"We're going to have to work
very hard at it, but I think it's
far too early to conclude that all
of higher education is going to
go elitist," said Cribbet.
"That's not the tradition at
Illinois or in the public institutions of the nation
genera Dy."
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Purchase 016 oz glass filled with A&W. world famous reol
draft root beer for only 794 ond keep the glass. It'. a 'pecial
gloss, featuring A&W. ambassador of fun. the G...at Root Bear.
Start your collection ~ay.
A great root beer. A Great Root lear glal., only 7941
while lupplies la.t at Carbondale'. A&W fomily r•• taurant.
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1..... & . . . . . .asr . . . . . ,

I.......·
I
$1 09
I Too.t&Jelly~. !) Toost&Jelly
3 Eggs
Hash Browns

II

I.'of,'"
Unl_nlty Mall

0IfI,

... ft 2 Eggs
,
2 Slices of Bacon

~W

CerltonHi.
Sun 7am .8pm

=

I,

........., ............_------------_.

I

M-Thurs 60m - 10pm

Fri-SOl 60m - 11 pm

MYLESS

PRICE

SLASHERS
Back·to-School S

COUNTRY W ••T•••
Fashion Show
Saturday Nite
This Saturday is going to be a special
event with the finest in Country Western
wear presented by Rusty's Spur
of Marion. Also featuring a midnight
drawing for champaign.
Come early ond

enloy on excellent
dInner at the Oasis
DIning Room.

•
CARBONDALE

MURPHYSBORO

Eastgate Shopping Center

Jackson Square

Mon-Sat

9-9 Man-Sat
12-5 Sun

12-5 Sunday
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Brothers combed firm's trash
for evidence in price-fixing suit
By Charles Chamberlain
,\ssociated Press Writer
CHICAGO - For two years, two
brothers collected pieces of
corporate papers from boxes
set out for garbage pickups by a
company they are suing for
alleged price fixing.
Howard and Edward Perk,
owners of suburban sewing
machine outlets, were elated
Thursday that a federal judge
ruled the documents they
painstakingly pieced together
can be entered as evidence in a
trial.
The brothers accuse SwissBemina Inc. and Fritz Gegauf
Ltd. of Switzerland of price
discrimination.
Howard Perk said that
several years ago when he was
at the suburban SWISs-Bemina
warehouse to pick up parts, he
noticed an invoice to a competitor showing a discount fumerchandise.
"I told the company's
manager that we should be
getting the same discOWlt, but
he said we couldn't get one,"
Howard Perk said. "Later
during a warehouse move Ed
and I looked through a dumpsterof trash for discarded parts
and saw pieces of paper that
showed discounts to other
sewing machine outlets."
The Perks said they decided
to make night trash raids to
help in pre~ring their case.
They said that on nights
before garbage pickups they
would haul away boxes of waste
paper put out for collection.
"We trucked out several
hundred boxes in two years and
methodically put the material
together and gave it to our
attorney," said Edward. "The
things they don't want other
people to know a bout they throw
away."
"
Ttie Drotners' lawyer, Dan
Clune, said he will present
"several hundred" piecedtogether documents at the trial,
which he hopes will be
scheduled within a year.
The Perks sued the two Swiss
companies a year ago, allegirc
a price-flXing conspiracy and
demanding unspecified
damages.
U.S. Magistrate John W.
Cooley, supervising pre-trial
proceedings last December,
ordered aD documents obtained
by the brothers barred from use
at trial. But Judie George N.
Leighton of U.s. District Court

ruled late Wednesday that
many documents, some taped
together, were proper evidence
- that they were the type that
could be obtained during
routine court proceedings.
But
even
sensitive
documents, such as communications between attorneys
and clients, can be used as
evidence, Leighton said.
"The likelihood that third
parties will have the interest,
inlenuity, perserverance and

criminal and civil sanctions, to
search through mounds of
garbage in hopes of finding
privileged communications _
and that they will then be
successful - is not suffiCiently
great to deter open attorneyclient
communication,"
Leighton said.
He said if such fears of trashhunters exist, the documents
could be "rendered unin-

only $9.95
Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m.
Pizza delivered in Murphysboro 5-12 p.m, daily

The County Seat Restaurant

~elli ibl~;'

917 Chestnut Murphysboro

Houn:
1'M-fhl1-1%"

'-Sa"",
Sun I."
"

ENERGY,ILLINOIS 94'·6816

"We have pride in the care a/our greens"

........................

~

:
TWOPLAYFOR
:
:
ONE PRICE
:
: WITH PRESENTATION:
:.........................
Of THIS AD
:,

bl

W. .kend Fees: 'hol...$3.00
18 hol...$5.00

--Ld

F

6pkCans

'hol...52.50

W_ oy ...: 18 hol.......OO

Clu. Rental•• S. .ele . .r
LI.htH Drlvln.......

~~12Pkcans

loaded on Rt, 1.c8. 2 miles N. of Rt. 13

Black Lab.1

T.STUS

6pk Cans

Ro.egarclen LI......ulftlich 2.62
750ml

"By this shall all men know that you
are my disciples, if you have LOVE
for one another."
10hn 13:35

[B':
I

Rlunlte (Lambrusco, Rosato, Bianco)2.67
750ml

750ml

"Canacllan Club

nEIGHBORHOOD
,BIBLE
'FELLOWSHIP

Liter

Wine Tasting
FRIDAY 1-5pm

Sundays:
9:30 Lord Supper

Fellowship
Prayer

CHICAGO" (AP) - Several
birds were sucked into one of

11:00 Bible Teachinl

three engines of a United
Airlines DC-tO witb 155
passengers aboard, and the
Philadelpbia-bound plane
returned without incident to
O'Hare International Aiport"
SpokeSman Tom Wright said
Flight 480 encountered a flock of
birds Wednesday and returned
to O'Hare seven minutes after
takeoff. Passengers were put
aboard a DC.. and continued to
their destinati.

Phone: 549·7649

Taylor lake Country Wines
Nursery &. Sunday
School provided
M.als, Chees., ond Fresh IJalefil
"Ireod From our
Can Camp'."
any Occoslon. Porly on down to
O'd Town to Mole. Your Outing 0
Success'
-

De',

Currell.~ly mettinl at:

Lakeland Elementary
School Gym
925 S. Giant City Road
Carbondale

This Weekend

Friday-

;a:+J.,
8x10
5x7's
Si. Wao.ts
549·1506:1.,

you can eat for

st8mina,aswellasriskpossibl~

.aIIN.cal.
.OL.COUa.1

Bird. in it. efll{ine
t.:urtail plane ~ fliRht

....NCLUDES:

All the Crab Legs

A

ill-Saturday~~,

One

T_

LIVE MUSIC TIL 4A.M.

~

onOldRt.13
near~urphysboro
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Super

Values
BOOKSTORE

Your Art & Engineering Supply Headquarters

For All Your School Needs
i)STAEDTlER

ml'SllU~7DD

~
~

Technical
Pen Set

This Is What You Get
7 Technical Pens
(P~ $59. 00 Value)
For Only
95

Pickett Designer I
Drafting Table

$29.

" 1 •••• ,

-

II

"

,

"""

•• , . ,•••••••• , . ,

,

" . I I , ••••• " " , ••• ,

Have You Always Wanted To Own A
Programmable Hewlett - Packard Calculator
But Could Not Afford to: NOW YOU CANI
RPN Logic
Linear
37 Scientific
Regression
Function
Linear
8 Storage
Estimate
Registers'
(';J ~!~KL!~~
49 Program Suggested Retail ~
Steps
710's Price $59.95

33-E

Texos Instruments
advanced slide r...ie

calculator with progrommOOlliti,!
11-55

$34.95 (Price good thru 9iS)

Features
Sin. Cos. Tan.
Logs
Square: Sq. Root
Parenthesis:Memory
Reciprocals - ._-

(wI Sturdy Metal Base)

31" x 42" Top
Sugg. Ret. $129.50
Our Price $99.95
36" x 48 Top
Sugg. Ret. $145.00
Our Price $109.95

All Wood Drafting Table
31" x 42" Top

$79.95
Ledu Super XL
Drafting Lamp

.....
.....
.....
--_.-

------_..----

Degree/Radian
Modes
710'5 Price••••••• $12.95

Texas Instruments
eiectronic slide· rule calculotor

$19.95
tlx-I.,mp that mnu'!'i

... And Many More Values To
Choose From.

TI-30

"When Students Compare, We Gain A Customer!"

BOOKSTORE
710 South Illinois Avenue
Phone 549-7304
-

!'aOl'- :I:.!.

nilil:--
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